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Freshman Edition
This issue of The Tiger was
prepared by the staff during the
summer and mailed to all students to keep them up to date on
what's happening on camous.

Rat Season
Staff writer Martha Seay traces
the history of Clemson's own
"peculiar institution" on page 5.

"He Roars For A Better Clemson University"
Clemson, S. C, Friday, July 25, 1969
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NEWS ANALYSIS

Officials Say Rat Season Is Extra-Legal
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Associate Editor
As the new academic year
approaches, various campus
forces are readying themselves to do battle over one of
Clemson's age-old traditions.
The tradition, Rat Season,
has been the cause of much
controversy in pastyears. Rat
Season is the first six weeks of
a freshman's first semester.
During this period, if they decide to participate, the freshmen boys have their heads
shaved, have to perform tasks
for upperclassmen, attend pep
rallies, wear little orange
beanies, and obey a multitude
of other rules found in their
"Rat Pacts." The freshman
girls have to wear orange
and blue ribbons in their hair
and follow the rules set forth
in their "Rat Pacts."
Rat Season is a tradition
left over from Clemson's days
as a military school. Similar
programs may be found today at The Citadel, West Point
or Annapolis.

In September of 1967 Vice
President for Student Affairs
Walter T. Cox announced that
Rat Season was not then nor
ever had been mandatory.
Cox's statement followed a
controversy over the legality
of the hazing period.
The 1968 Rat Season was
muddled by the question of its
legality and purpose. President of the Student Body Tim
Rogers said he favored a Rat
Season with modifications
such as more emphasis on
academics.
This year, President of the
Student Body Danny Hunt
has taken some action to
modify Rat Season. He said
his plan of action includes,
"to make Rat Season even
more fun than it ever has been
before. We hope to achieve
this by having some organized and competitive games,
skits and activities."
Vice President of Executive
Affairs A. Wood Rigsby described the legal standing of

Rat Season as "extra-legal."
He said the administration
could not enforce Rat Season
and that it was rather a function of the student body edicted by Student Government.
Rigsby went on to say that
if a freshman had his hair cut
without his permission the
freshman could press charges
of assault and battery and
sue his assailants for
damages.
When asked for his views of
the pros and cons of Rat Season, Dean Cox cited "unity "as
an asset. He went on to say
that the requirements of the
season were time consuming
and caused a loss of dignity.
He theorized that the haircut
provided an "anchorpoint"or
identification for the freshman.
Many students who are urging the dismemberment of the
Rat System point to the freshman rooming situation next
year. All freshmen will be living together in Johnston Hall.
This situation means the only
upperclassmen the freshmen
will have day-to-day contact
with will be their hall super-

visors.
On the average hall of a
hundred people there will be
three upperclassmen and 97
freshmen. This will reduce casual freshmen-upperclassmen
relationships to almost nill.
In a student body referendum last year Rat Court, the
enforcement agency for Rat
Season, was removed from
the Student Body Constitution.
Attorney General Skip Ur
told a group of freshmen at
one of the freshmen summer
orientation sessions that Rat
Court would be held this year.
Ur's statement may be interpreted as a move from the
realm of extra-legality to the
realm of illegality.
! The status of Rat Season
depends on both the freshmen and the upperclassmen.
If a number of freshmen refuse to participate in the period
then the tradition will meet a
swift death. If upperclassmen
diehards refuse to let it die
and harass non-participators
then the tradition will sink
into the mire of pettiness and
die a beggar's death.

Trustees Approve Meetings
With Student Representatives
Strode Toiver
Faculties of the departments of English and modern languages at Clemson University are now in
their new quarters. Strode Tower (left), named in honor of the University's first president, Henry
Aubrey Strode. The tower has 111 faculty offices and adjoins D. W. Daniel Hall (right), a new classroom building for English and modern languages. The two buildings were constructed and furnished
at a cost of about S2.3 million.

Office Building Finished;
Named In Strode'sHonor
A 10-story faculty office tower
just completed at Clemson has
been named in honor of Henry
Aubrey Strode, the university's
first president whose duties as
chief officer included supervision
of the construction of the first
campus buildings.
Strode Tower adjoins the new
four-level D. W. Daniel Hall, a
classroom building that houses
the departments of English and
modern languages which vacated
their old quarters in Martin Hall
to provide more space for the
expanding department of mathematics.

The two buildings were constructed and furnished at a cost
of about $2.3 million.
The name of the tower was
adopted at a recent meeting of
the Clemson Board of Trustees
on recommendation of a faculty
and staff committee.
Strode served as Clemson president from July 6, 1890 to Jan. 31,
1893, relinquishing the office because of ill health almost five
months prior to the opening of
the university. He then served as
professor of mathematics for a
few years before his death in 1898.

Service Department
Extends New Offers
By JIM FORTH
Staff Writer

The Department of Services of
the Student Government is offering a wide range of valuable
opportunities during the 1969-70
academic year, according to
Secretary of Services Terry Clyne.
Student insurance, good to age
33, is being offered at $20 a year
with $10,000 protection.
One feature of this policy, explained Clyne, is that the policy
does not cancel when policy holders enter the armed forces or graduate. The policy may be carried
through school and rates may
then be set with the company.

from 0-100 records with no extra
obligations. The club also offers
four and eight track tapes, cassettes and reels, Clyne said.
RE-CON, "a computerized prescreening service to put juniors
and seniors in contact with industry and government and teaching," will be available to students
with particular qualifications. The
system is meant to supplement
the placement office in helping
find jobs for graduates.

A mathematics scholar and
noted educator, Strode was born
in Fredericksburg, Va. in 1844.
A few years after completing his
scientific training at the University of Virginia, he took charge
of establishing a preparatory
school for the University of Virginia in Amherst County.
That was the beginning of Kenmore School which developed an
impressive educational reputation
during its time. Strode remained
there as principal for 17 years
before going to the University of
Mississippi as head of the mathematics department.
Strode Tower, with 38,188
square feet of space, has 111 offices located around a central utility
core containing two high-speed
elevators.
It provides each faculty member
with a small, private office where
meetings with students and individual study and research can
be conducted.
On the tower's first floor, a reception hall for entertaining visitors opens onto a patio overlooking the Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library and reflection pool. A
departmental and faculty lounge
are among facilities located on the
second level.

By SANDY HOGUE
News Editor
The Clemson Board of Trustees
voted, in their meeting in Columbia on Aug. 17, to approve a policy of holding a dinner meeting of
representative students and the
Board at least once each year
preceding a meeting of the Board.
According to A. Wood Rigsby,
vice president for executive affairs,
and secretary to the Board of
Trustees, the students wou'd be
chosen by the President of the University as would the agenda, time
and place of the meeting.

Last spring, the Board held a
smiliar meeting for the first time,
and Rigsby said that they now
realize the need for a better rapport between themselves and the
students.
The Board also approved a
cooperative program with Central Wesleyan College in Central
at that college's request.

This program would allow
CWC students to take courses at
Clemson which are unavailable
to them at their own school. The
credit for these courses would be
given by CWC after the grades
had been reported to the college
by Clemson.
These credits would be allowed
to be put forth toward graduation at CWC, and Central Wesleyan would pay a blanket tuition
for their students to attend.

ment to the department of entomology and economic zoology
and the department of plant
pathology and physiology respectively.
The resignation of the Dean of
the Graduate School and Director
of University Research Floyd I.
Brownley was approved and confirmed by the Board.
They also confirmed the appointment of Dr. Arnold E.
Schwartz to leplace Brownley.

Other action taken by the Board
included the designation of the
Schools of Architecture, Education, and Industrial Management
and Textile Science as colleges.

The Atlantic States Construction
Company of Atlanta, Ga., received approval and confirmation
of their contract in the amount of
$2,180,000 to build High Rise
Residence Hall No. 3.

This action by the Board is the
first step toward the restructuralization of the colleges, schools, and
departments of the university.
Pursuing this same goal, the
Board also voted to rename the
entomology and zoology and the
botany and bacteriology depart-

There are no "quotas," and you
may choose any record on any
label. A student may purchase

The dormitory will be located
on East Campus near Lever Hall,
the high rise completed last
summer.
The Board of Visitors will now
visit in the fall of the year as

"TIN CANS «

All Male Freshmen Housed
In Johnstone Hall Complex
In accordance with a statement
in policy announced by Assistant
Dean of Men Manning N. Lomax,
all freshmen will be housed in
Johnstone Hall beginning with the
academic year 1969-70.
The Student Senate supported
this move by passing a bill to the
same effect.
Lomax said he was in favor of
the bill because the grouping of
freshmen would "create a better
identity among them (freshmen)"
than the old system produced.
Lomax also stated this this
would aid freshmen in the orientation period at the beginning of
the fall semester as well as en-

abling a better spirit to be built
by having only freshmen on the
hall.
Johnstone Hall, known to most
students as the "tincans,"appears
as the wandering complex of
dorms dominating the center of
campus. The dorm was built in
1954 to serve in a temporary
capacity, but it has borne the
bulk of male students since that
time.
Although Johnstone Hall has
been programmed to be completely air conditioned in the next few
years, only new "A" and new "F"
have been air conditioned because
of the length of time needed to

work on a building such as the
"tin cans."
However, according to Assistant Dean of Men Joe Guggino,
the renovation of Donaldson,
Bowen, Wannamaker,-and Bradley Halls should be completed by
the start of the fall semester. These
dorms are also known as numbers
4, 5, 6 and 7 on the "Frat Quad."
The renovation of which Guggino spoke includes carpeting, air
conditioning, painting of walls
and the addition of new furniture
to the rooms in these dorms.
Guggino said that in his opinion
these dorms were now "as nice if
not nicer than any dorm rooms
on campus. They are really plush,
I think."
Other renovations to student
housing on campus is the repainting of the interior of Benet Hall
(No. 9) and Young Hall (No. 10).
The present renovations, when
completed, will leave all residence
halls on campus air conditioned
by the fall of 1969-70 except for
the remainder of Johnstone Hall,
Guggino said.

Refrigerators are being rented
again this year. Last semester,
340 units were rented out and
Clyne estimates approximately
450 refrigerators will be rented
next semester. More information
will be available during student
organizations orientation, Clyne
said.
v
Several^ student "migrations"
will be offered to various football
games. A typical trip will include
transportation to and from the
game, box lunch and a dance,
either before or after the game,
for the price of $7 or $8, according to Clyne.
The National Student Association, a nation-wide conglomerate
of college student governments,
sponsors a record club with discounts from 33 per cent to 79 per
cent. This club is also operated
by the Department of Services.

Lever Hall, the men's high rise
on East Campus, will house most
seniors who will live on campus.
Some seniors and many juniors
will live in the new men's dorms
on West Campus.

Sunset On Tradition
TUlman Hall, a long-time landmark of the Clemsbn campus, is
shown in silhouette against the evening iky. The lighted clock al-

compared to the past policy of
visiting in the spring.
According to Rigsby, the reason for the change in policy was
due to the fact that students and
faculty were always worrying
about final exams when the Board
of Visitors came.
The Board will next visit
campus in the fall of 1970 since
the '69 Board has already met
this past .spring.

ways says 11:30 p.m. too soon for freshman coeds and 8 a.m. loo
soon for everyone.

Women students will be housed
on East Campus in Manning Hall,
the ten-story high rise, and Mauldin and Barnett Halls.
Curfew hours for freshmen and
sophomores without parental permission will be extended this year.
Sophomores and freshmen will
both have an 11:30 p.m. curfew
on week nights. Sophomores will
have 1:30 a.m. hours on weekends
while freshmen must be in at 1 a.m.
on weekends. All coeds will have
a midnight curfew on Sunday
nights.

Can Heat
Ninety-six and rising. Freshmen dormitories, Johnstone
Hall or the 'Tin Cans," are
built of sheet metal and are
not air conditioned. This picture was made about 7:30 pan.
on the ninth level of the dormitories. Bring fans, boys.

ARA-Slater
Ups Prices
Because of the rise in food costs,
wage hikes, and other extra expenses, individual meals at Clemson dining halls will cost more
than they have in the past, according to Willard Potts, manager of
the dining facilities.
Potts stated that, although the
price for breakfast will remain
the same, lunch will be raised
from a dollar to $1.15 and supper
will be raised from a dollar to
$1.25.
However, students eating on the
meal plan will not have to pay
any more than they did last year.
Another reason for the hike in
individual meals was the fact that
"students on the meal plan should
be able to get the food at a cheaper price than those who only eat
in the dining hall every now and
then," said Potts.
Freshmen will again be required
to buy the meal plan, according
to Director of Auxiliary Enterprises Henry Hill.

Rat Season Is Not Mandatory
The subject of Rat Season has been much debated in the past few years, and most arguments,
pro and con, have become stale rhetoric. We offer no new argument on the topic, but what we
hope is our last mention of it.
The first fact to be known by freshmen
concerning Rat Season is that it is absolutely
optional. The system was devised when
Clemson was a military college and student
activities were predominantly physical, hardly scholastic.

Rat Season was founded on the assumption
that college freshmen, at least at Clemson, do not
possess a level of maturity that enables them to
conduct their own affairs during the first weeks
of school. It was further based on the student
body ranked by order of academic class with the
freshman class at the bottom and the senior class
at the top; hence an association between value
and student seniority.
Leaders in student government have told
this year's freshman class in orientation programs that Rat Season is one of Clemson's
greatest and holiest traditions
that
those who seek its destruction are not to be
heeded.

In one such orientation program, the new student attorney general, Skip Ur, told a group of
freshmen that The Tiger's coverage of Rat Season
was not to be read. Ur went on to say that stories
in The Tiger could not be believed anyway and
that freshmen who do not participate in Rat Season will be disciplined by the Rat Court, an institution that no longer exists.

We suggest that Student Body President Danny Hunt more carefully screen his appointees in
the future or at least provide a system to train
them in their respective fields of responsiibility.
Hopefully, future improprieties such as Mr. Ur's
will be dealt with by the student body president.
We feel that the story of Rat Season as told
by our new student government is rather unobjective and lopsided in Rat Season's favor.
We wish to communicate our lopsided view.

There is nothing inherently or historically
good about Rat Season. At best it is a crude method of freshman orientation, and at worst a petty
expenditure of time that should be spent in more
meaningful activities. Alumni who are proud of
Rat Season have missed the point of education and
the university. Clemson is not Boot Camp, though
there are striking similarities, and crude physical
activity belongs in ROTC or the arena.
We urge every freshman to help destroy Rat
Season this fall. A statement by Vice-President of
Academic Affairs A. Wood Rigsby last year left
no doubt that Rat Season is clearly and simply
voluntary. The only thing that can compel you
to participate
have your hair cut off, wear
a beanie and cowbell, polish shoes, run errands,
cheer in the cafeterias — is brute force. Rat Season has no official sanction; you cannot be punished for refusing to comply.
Regardless of what student government leaders
have told you, Rat Season can be enforced only
if you allow it. It is up to you ^whether this
anachronistic military program shall live or die.
Rat Season has a long history, buit it can be bur-

Opinions expressed on the editorial page
are those of the individual writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
DENNIS BOLT, Editor-in-Chief
DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Associate Editor

RANDAL ASHLEY, Executive News Editor'

JOHN NORTON, Associate Editor

Clemson, S. C, Friday, July 25, 1969

ied if you care enough to refuse participation.
If Rat Season is made impotent by massive
non-participation, it will not survive as we know
it. Freshmen should devote their time to legitimate orientation by visiting the major service organizations, student government, campus clubs,
professors, and even their books. Upperclassmen
should not tell freshmen to have their hair cut,
shine shoes, and carry luggage.
Freshmen and upperclassmen should join
together and quietly phase out Rat Season
this Fall. Haven't we more important things
to do than perpetuate a crude outgrowth of
our military days?

Congratulations
During the summer months, the South Carolina General Assembly considered a proposal by
Gov. Robert E. McNair and others that branch
campuses of the University of South Carolina and
Clemson be separated from affiliation with the
two universities.
The measure would have established a board
to govern all the regional campuses as well as
Winthrop. The bill was defeated by people from
regions which had the branch campuses.
Opponents of the bill feared the lack of
affiliation would make the hiring of qualified teachers difficult or even impossible.
Phrases about "lest than college colleges"
were circulated.

We agree with Clemson President Robert C.
Edwards in his support of the bill. Community
colleges that could have aided inadequately pre-

By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Associate Editor
Colleges and universities
throughout the nation find
themselves gripped with riots,
sit-ins, and general student
unrest. The expression of dissent runs the gamut from mere
talk to burning buildings.
Whatever the medium, the
message is clear — students
are dissatisfied with their relationship with the educational institution in which they are
enrolled.
Non-students rarely ask
why the situation occurred. If
students riot, the vast majority
of non-students want the vehicles of law and order to deal
with them as law and order
should deal with rioters, i.e.,
arrest them if possible and if
this isn't feasible, crush their
physical resistance.
The fallacy with this line of
thought is that the nonstudents haven't taken a careful look at the events leading
up to the outburst of dissidence. This isn't to say that
these events will justify any
illegal action taken by student
activists but rather to suggest
that examination of the conditions could lead to a renovation of the system.
"Student Power" is a muchused and often abused word.
It merely means that the students want to have a voice in
directing the course of their
educational experience at their
particular institution. Students
live under the handicap of
having administrators making moral and ethical decisions for them. After the decision has been made, students
have two courses of action.
The first is not to follow the
course outlined by the powers
and face the punishment outlined in the student handbook
or wherever it is on record.
The second is to follow thendecision, never questioning,
assuming that the administrators never err and if they do,
they will outline a course that
will rectify the situation.
Through the years most students have followed the latter
course. The result is that students who are used to having
decisions made for them become adults who are more
comfortable having the powers make the decisions for
them. The result of this has

The solution is not simple
and what I am about to present is of a minuscule nature—
but it is a start.
The solution is to remove
the insulation which keeps
most students from realizing
what second-class citizens they

By JOHN NORTON
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Freshmen will be estatic to
learn that upon entering Clemson they will become fullfledged members of the University Family, a folksy little
group of homogeneous people, all striving for the great
Undefined Goal, also known

as Pie-In-The-Sky-By-And-By
or (10-0-0).

one sons, and the bastard children.

In order to keep identity
crises down to a minimum,
I will try to explain to you
Future Leaders of The World
a little about the structure of
your new family, the mother
and father figures, the number

First, Dad. Who is He? You
have two. The President and
the Athletic Director, the difference being that the President
is your paternal father and
the Athletic Director your
Heavenly Father. He is responsible for creating this
world and gets considerably
more than 10 per cent.

Once they realize this, they
will take part in the democratic process and make the
changes which will save us
from the hypocrites that run
our lives.
Removing the insulation
isn't as difficult as one would
imagine.
It merely entails the removal
of the life-and-death power
over students' lives from paranoid administrators. This
means that once a person enters college he should be treated just as any other citizen,
without infringement on his
constitutional rights. Rules affecting students' moral and
ethical conduct should be eliminated and civil law should
reign.
Mothers and fathers will
have to trust their sons and
daughters and administrators
will have to realize that civil
authorities are perfectly able
to handle infractions of civil
law.
The administration will acquire the status of landlord
and will not have the right to
expel any student from the
university for any reason. If a
■student breaks a civil law he
will be prosecuted by the civil
authorities. If he's in jail he
won't be able to attend classes.
Then the academic section of
the university will take the
measures necessary to decide
if he is meeting their
ACADEMIC requirements.
The administrators will
have the power to expel a
student from the dormitories
since any landlord has the
civil right to legally expel a
boarder from his establishment.
The cocoon will be removed
and the students will be directly governed by the same pow-

Just as in your other life,
your heavenly father here
owns everything at Clemson.
And just like at home, certain
bodies of men find special
favor with the Father and are
allowed to sit at his right hand.
Sometimes these men are
called disciples, here they are
called IPTAY. (The throne,
oddly enough, rests on orabout the fifty-yard line.)

ers that govern their parents.
A concern for political activity
should but may not necessarily occur.

Your heavenly mother is
harder to define. She is not
one, but a number of celestial
persons, empowered to watch
over you and protect you until you reach maturity. This
spiritual body is called the
Board of Trustees. They like
your world just the way it is.
Prayers are seldom helpful.
They're hard to hear in
Columbia. If they ever come
to Clemson, we'll all pray.

The one way to stop someone from operating outside
the system is to invite him in.
Students under 21 will have
the liabilities that any other
citizen has, so why shouldn't
he have the same assets, i.e.,
the vote.
In clarifying the solution
that I have outlined above it
may be condensed and expressed by saying that students will participate in the
system and improve it with
their idealism and impatience
as soon as they are invited
to participate as first class
citizens.
Clemson is now ready for
such a legal system because
it is becoming more flexible
than it has ever been. If administrators and some selfrighteous students will place
the nation's good over their
own personal considerations
then it can be realized.

The two universities would then have been
able to provide quality education for students
who had been primed for college work by adequate preparation in junior colleges.
We congratulate President Edwards on his
strong stand for the branches being put under a separate governing body and wish
that the legislature would have agreed with
him.

Winthrop Goes Coed
Another development in state-wide education
during the summer months was that Winthrop
was made co-educational. The General Assembly
approved a bill making the former girls school
co-ed in late June, largely because of the guidance
of York County Sen. Lewis Wallace.
A middle-aged man became the first
male recipient of a degree from Winthrop
College and said he "wants his sons to go
there too."

The first two regular male students, one of
them a former Clemson student, registered for
Winthrop classes shortly after the bill was passed
by the legislature.
The dating situation has not yet reached a
crisis but what of the Clemson students when the
girls school becomes one-half male.
On to Converse?

A Brand New Family Tree

Civil Rights For Students
Will Quiet Campus Chaos
been disastrous and, if not
altered, will mean that the
powers that have guided this
trusting country into a futile,
asinine war and position of
world mistrust will condemn
it to decay and damnation.

pared students for further college work might
have been created by this bill.

You Are The Smartest
Freshman Class Ever.

In addition to your immediate parents, you have a
number of other superiors, in
various descending a orders.
They run something like this:
vice-presidents, deans, assistant deans, directors, heads,
physical plant workers, faculty, dishwashers, and then you.
I am of course kidding. The
"University Family" is any-

Kiss Her One Last Time
Some boys outgrow the girls
By ROBERT WHITNEY
back home who are not up on
Class of '70
Nine out of ten Clemson fresh- Chaucer, athletics, the War, and
men will soon find out the cold what is happening on campus.
As the guy spends some time
hard facts of life at the univeraway from his girl, she becomes
sity level.
Only one "steady" couple out even more beautiful than she
of ten before college will last really is, and when the reality
throughout the next four or five of it all hits the poor guy, it
years. Why is this? The reasons shows and no girl can stand
are many.
to see disappointment in a
Some lucky few males will man's eyes.
meet a Clemson lady who he
Weekends at Clemson can be
finds more desirable than the
girl back home. Others will get very depressing for the man
tired of going home every week- who is without his girl. This
end to keep the home flames is aggravated by thoughts of
burning.
what his girl might be doing
with all of the football games,
Quite a few freshmen boys proms, and activities at the
will get the famous "Dear John" local hangout.
letter from their love who, in a
For the first few weekends
weaker moment, fell for another
guy who was closer and more she might even hang on, but
it's rough on her with all of
convenient.
those guys so close at hand
Pressure at the university is and her guy away at school,
rough on the male who brings looking like some kind ofbaldhis sweet young thing to school headed rat.
The breakup is inevitable. It
for one of Clemson's "Big
Dance Weekends." A young im- is always a shock though. The
pressionable girl often falls for guy just hasn't had the time
some cool, suave upperclass- with his girl to keep up the afman with hair, a car, and often fair. The girl isn't the same person he had so intimately
a neat fraternity pin.
Believe it or not, college is the known. Neither is the College
scene of maturing and growth. Joe the same High School

Harry the girl had held in her
arms.
The fateful blow comes in a
variety of ways. One short icy
note may do it. A bad date
back home may accomplish
the asseveration.

fearfully quick rate, often faster
than the dreaded mailman can
deliver the "Dear John" or the
"Greetings..."
What happens after the breakup? Some poor fools won't give
up and try to compete with the
guys back home. Others head
for the pub to drown their tears
in beers. Others just hide in their
rooms and hope it will get better.

The girl may try to hide it
and reserve the weekends her
guy is home for him, but this
has never worked. Either he
doesn't get home for some big
date or he gets back unexpectedly and she isn't expected in
Some bounce back with the
until midnight.
aid of new friends and blind
dates. Home will never be the
One sentence in a six-page same for some who have a
letter may not sound right to a tough time facing up to their
guy who reads it six or seven deep wounds.
times and this may chip away
By now the young lovers
at his confidence. College men reading this might be a little
are notoriously infrequent let- worried, but they are sure it
ter writers, and girls have to can't happen to them. They
be reassured.
have got a mature, secure reThe old phone call once a lationship.
week just doesn't get it either.
Just wait, though freshmen
Each person guards what he or never listen to anything or anyshe says fearful of saying one body anyway. They don't have
wrong thing, and this just adds to be told anything. They know
to the problem.
it all or so they think.
Since so many Clemson stuSoon enough they will find
dents go to school with one or out they are not as cool as
more of their old school mates, they had thought they were.
gossip can't help but destroy- They too will fall into the icy
ing some of the best relation- waters of the cold, hard facts of
ships. Bad news travels at a life.

thing but a homogeneous
mass of people working toward one goal, be it a better
Clemson University or rat
control in Johnstone Hall.
But, much like any family,
one has little choice in who
his relatives will be. And only
in that sense does the analogy
work here. And in that sense,
it works quite well.

ssoc
The 1969-70 Student Handbook is now available to all
incoming students. The handbook, in past years published
by the YMCA, is now issued
by the university.
One section is devoted to
"Student Organizations" and
includes all those groups officially recognized by the University. Almost. One such organization, which obtained
university sanction last
spring, was left out. Unintentionally, I am sure.
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Activism Grows At CU
By DENNIS BOLT
Editor-in-Chief

Outside the realm of official
extracurricular student activities, many college students today assume participation in
more basic, more fundamental activities.
Peacefully or violently, a
growing number of American
students are joining the activist core of young people who
are seeking to change American society and government
in aspectrumofvariousways.
These reformers, revolutionaries some of them are called,
generally attempt to render
change by acting outside the
traditional channels of student
participation.
While student governments,
newspapers,
and formal
campus organizations are becoming more conscientiously
involved in social activitism,
most of this behavior lies outside the realm of inherited
student institutions.
Freshmen at Clemson will
not be afforded thex opportunities of activist participation
available at many other

campuses, mostly outside the
South. The issues which draw
activist students to their concern at Clemson are more
localized and the opposition
more intransigent than at
schools more traditionally involved in dissent.
There are few liberal, no
radical, organizations available for the concerned freshman who seeks to alter or
destroy the Establishment.
The freshman at Clemson will
learn that if he is devoted to
reforming historical elements
of Clemson University and the
local community, the odds are
astronomical, and the vehicles
of change are few.
Student activism is not dead
here, however, and activist
students can find organs
through which to operate in
"improving" their environment, some of which are necessarily impromptu and informal. If a new student desires
the complete replacement of
our present establishment, he
will be forced to build his own
organ. Clemson is simply not
blessed with enough radical
minds.
The history of student activism at Clemson is brief..and

remains embryonic. Consequently, the more radical student, accustomed to strong
dissident activity, will probably be rather unimpressed
with most left-of-center organizations and groups here.
They are, because of their
short histories, rather amateurish at times and often disorganized, but have managed
to realize certain valuable
changes and much controversy on campus. They have
forced students, administrators, and professors to concern themselves with issues
historically dormant at Clem-

A freshman activist, unimpressed with Clemson's backward liberalism, must keep in
mind the attitudes and mores
of the community and the composition of the student body.
The Piedmont is a hotbead of
conservatism and reactionary
politics. This is George Wallace Country, and white liberals are commonly known as
"nigger-lovers" and commu-

In short, the northwestern
section of South Carolina is
culturally and intellectually
backward. Novel ideas and
acts are seen as threats to the
wellbeing of the citizenry. The
Clemson community is not
oriented to accept change without a fight. Any reform of the
old order is considered dangerous and evil, regardless
of the inherent value of the
particular reform.

Moreover, this area is a
stronghold of the Southern
Baptist Convention, and anyone who threatens the old
order is stigmatized as antiChristian. Note the absence

Hunt Promises More Fun
With each approaching year,
the students at Clemson anticipate the status of the coming
Rat Season. Each year seems
to be a life-or-death situation
over whether or not the Rat
System will last.
Again this year we could
lament that this will be a crisis
year, but I do not intend to
make it that way.
Without reservation, I emphasize that there will be a
Rat System. This past summer
we have used every available
opportunity (i.e., Summer
Orientation) to speak to the
Freshmen about Rat Season.
I am sure thatthevastmajority of the Freshmen will react
this fall in a favorable man-

ner — most of them will participate.
This year I am hoping that
we will prove that Rat Season
will last, that it will endure as
a very integral part of Clemson tradition. To this end, I
have some very definite plans.
The first of these will be to
make Rat Season even more
fun than it has been before.
We hope to achieve this by
having some organized, competitive games, skits, and activities. You will see these activities when you return this
fall. Furthermore,. we are
planning to emphasize the
need for the Rats to budget
their time, in the interest of
their education, which is their
primary reason for being at
Clemson. This will be accomplished by having certain

The Tiger is happy to accept
letters from any source offering criticism or commentary
on any subject. Letters which
are rather lengthy maybe run
as open columns.
The Tiger requires that
evey letter be accompanied by
the name of the author in order to be considered for publication. Names will be withheld
at request of the writer, although we would emphasize
that a communication loses
much of its effectiveness when
the author is unwilling to have
his name published.
Letters should be submitted,
preferably type-written, to the
Tiger Associate Editor or
placed in the slot provided in
the door of the office. The
Tiger offices are located on the
9th level of the student center.
Letters may also be sent to
Box 2097, Clemson University Station, Clemson, S.C.
29631.

The Baptist Church exercises an inordinate control
over the moral and social
attitudes of the area.

■ nists.

strict quiet hours for Rats on
their halls.
Lastly, we are going to
heavily emphasize the Spiritbuilding activities more than
ever for this year. With the
cheerleaders' help, the Pep
Rallies are going to be more
meaningful this year in order
for there to be a carrying on
of our great spirit tradition.
There still are, astherehave
been before, very active and
vocal members of the student
body who oppose the Rat System, and they intend to try to
stop Rat Season. However, I
challenge the members of the
student body who are for the
Rat System to do your part
to make it better, and I am
confident that we will do so.

The majority of the student
body is comprised of South
Carolina and neighboring
state students. These students
have been indoctrinated by
traditional Southern institutions to accept local philosophy, generally foreign to the
forces of rationale. Most Clemson students are conservative
or reactionary, and they resent any encroachment upon
established values and institutions. The old is good; it is
seated in the proven values of
American history.
Clemson students generally
fail to comprehend the motives behind "liberal" movements. Like their parents and
the administrators of the colleges, Southern students fear
the different and new. They
may erect a facade of nonprejudice, but they have strong
roots in white supremacy and
other old-order Southern political and social attitudes. They
are opposed to student activism.
The odds are great and the
vehicles of change arefew, but
Clemson freshmen who are
concerned about more than
pecuniary rewards that accompany their majors and
casual social events can find
organs of activism here. They
face a challenge to improve
the existing activist organizations and form new ones.
College life has many different values for different students. Hopefully, a few new
students will seek to join the
forces to reform Clemson's
archaic structure of dusty
values and practices. We need
it.
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of Baptist ministers in Southern civil rights marches and
other demonstrations for
human rights.

FOR FRESHMEN

By DANNY HUNT
S. G. PRESIDENT
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Cox Thanks
Men's Shop
Mr. D. S. Abbott
Abbott's Men Shop
Seneca, South Carolina

Hunt Recognizes Rights
By DANNY HUNT
Student Body President
After the Peace Vigil over
the War in Viet Nam last
Spring, the members of Student Government decided to
make a definite stand on what
we consider to be each student's rights under our nation's laws and the regulations
of the university.
We realize that everyone has
the right to freedom of speech.
This can and has been manifested in such ways as peaceful demonstrations, distribution of literature, and by petition. Furthermore, in the other
manner of expressing oneself,
we wholeheartedly support the
administration's policies concerning violent demonstrations and the disruption of the
academic processes.

During the peace vigil, many
persons' right to freedom of
speech as defined by university policy were violated by
members of the student body
who did not agree with what
the demonstrators were advocating. When someone is exercising his lawful right to
freedom of speech under the
guidelines set down by the
university, no other student
has the right to coerce this
individual's freedom by any
method, i.e., throwing eggs
at the demonstrators, physical violence, etc. If such action does occur, then the initiator of the violence will be
held responsible to student
government anduniversity officials for his actions.
Student Government neither discourages nor encourages peaceful demonstrations.

We hope that all students will
use the channels of communication that already exist before resorting to demonstrations, but we do, as before
stated, recognize the student's
rights.

Dear Dave,
On behalf of the students at
Clemson University, Iwantto
thank you and Abbott's Men
Shop for continuing your subscription with Professional
Readers' Service which provides so many good magazines for our student lounges.
We enjoy and appreciate this
generous contribution to
Clemson University students.
With all good wishes.
Sincerely,
Walter T. Cox, Vice President
for Student Affairs
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A conglomeration of people,
heat, and music collided to
produce a rare experience
called the Atlanta International Pop Festival. The happening was July 4-5; the heat
was overbearing.
The first day at the Atlanta
International Raceway, several highs were attained — over
100,000 people present, the
temperature climbing over
100 degrees and a wide range
of top-notch entertainment.
The music began at 2 p.m.
with the Ten Wheel Drive who
were enjoyable but not outstanding. Pacific Gas and
Electric got on it and moved
the growing crowd to its feet.
Dave Brubeck with Gary
Mulligan provided a surprising change of pace with their
jazz work as did Ian and Sylvia with their country-western
sound. Paul Butterfield Blues
Band proved to be the biggest
disappointment of the day.
All through the afternoon,
the emcee frantically asked
the audience to "sit on the
grass" and to "keep things
cool till at least nightfall."

The first day of the music
ended at 4:30 a.m. The singers left, but the crowd remained at the raceway, camping out to insure good seats
for the next day's activities.
The second day of music*
started at noon, Saturday.
The crowd of 150,000 came
prepared for the long hot day
ahead — lots of ice, drinks,
watermelons, and loose freeswinging clothes.
That day started with the
Staple Singers singing several
gospel favorites which were
well received by the crowd.
The emcee then introduced
Tommy James and the Shondells, explaining that the
group was trying to "widen
its range of appeal" — unfortunately, they didn't
Around 7:30 that night, Spirit (I've Got a Line on You)
came on, followed by the Led
Zeppelin's heavy sound, and
then the unbelievable Blood,
Sweat and Tears — all three
groups stimulated the crowd
to a fantastic pitch. It was
just the right time for the
Queen of Pop — JANIS
JOPLIN.

§he started off with "Summertime" and ended after an
The next group to get the hour of bumps and grinds,
audience genuinely involved, screaming vocals, and blarand who proved to have one oi ing blues with her big hit "A
the most distinctive sounds at Piece of My Heart." She never
the Festival was Sweetwater. stopped except to take a guzThe group had a female lead zle of her favorite concert
vocalist backed by an electric drink — Southern Comfort
flute, cello, conga, keyboard An excited fan had thrown
instrument, a bass and drums. Janis a small bottle and she
They also received standing just had to please her admirovations on both nights of ers.
The Saturday concert ended
their performances.
about 5 a.m. Sunday. Perhaps
Johnny Winter with his blue- the most impressive aspect of
sy steel guitar, the varied tal- the entire Festival was the
ents of Al Kooper, and Cre- crown. All types of people —
dence Clearwater Revival's rednecks, greasers, straights,
funky bayou-based sound longhairs, freaks, and even a
were all great listening but Mexican or two were able to
none was the equal of Canned sit jammed together into the
raceway, suffering under the
Heat's show.
The crowd reached a cres- sun, grooving to the music
cendo in its involvement when and, most important, respectCanned Heat, led by "the ing each other as individuals.
Bear," the group's 260-lbs. The Atlanta International Pop
lead singer, went into the Festival undoubtably marked
"Fried Hockey Boogie"which the rising of a New South!

PLAN AHEAD:
The Clemson University Yearbook, The 1970 TAPS,
Will Be On Sale Aug 18-22 When Your Class Pictures
Are Taken, Advance Payment Of $7.00 Is The Only
Way To Insure A Yearbook For You In April Of 70

DON'T MISS OUT
GET WITH TAPS!!

*
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CLEMSON IN ENGLAND'

Clemson Students Study Abroad
As University Goes International
Special to The Tiger
By MELINDA NIXON
(Editor's note: Melinda Nixon was one of 13 students who
participated in the Clemson in
England program. The program, the first of its type at
Clemson, was sponsored by
the History department and
directed by Drs. C. W. Bolen
and J. V. Reel, instructors in
English History.)
Bon voyage! May 12 —and
family, friends, and the celebrated Lady with the Torch
bid farewell to a happy group
from Clemson starting out on
a six-week's journey to the
British Isles — a maiden voyage for all 13 students.

Rally 'Round The Flag, Boys
Ral Season used lo be so much fun. All male freshmen were required to scratch paint from the flagpole in front of
Tillman Hall. This tradition has been replaced by a milder form of entertainment for the freshmen because so many rats
were hurt.

History Of Rat Season
Traced In Ti£er Articles
Clemson vs Carolina football
game. If Clemson loses, the
freshmen shall wear the caps
until Christmas holidays.
2. Freshmen shall beat the
drum and guard the statue of
Tom Clemson for a period of
24 hours immediately prior to
the state fair holidays.
3. Freshmen shall sit in a
group for all home football
games and pep meetings. Attendance at pep meetings shall
be compulsory.
4. Freshmen shall participate in traditional school yells
and demonstrations in the dining hall. The time for yells shall
be designated by the head cheerleader.
5. Male freshmen shall have
"Every year somebody arises traditional Clemson hair cuts.
in the mess hall and announces
that the machinery over at the
Punishment for failure to
dairy barn has gone phooey obey the rules included the
and that 300 gallons of ice block "C" haircut, polishing
cream will be given to the first cannons, or facial decorations.
comers. Whereupon 600 freshAlthough present rules have
men arise, take their slop buck- been altered, they are very simets in hand and dash over hill ilar to these.
and dale only to find that they
In 1956. school spirit got out
have been tricked. The custom of hand. The Clemson flag had
is to return, seek out the of- been stolen by Presbyterian
ficer who made the announce- College students during the
ment and toss him into the Clemson-PC football game.
swimming pool.
Irate Clemson rats traveled
At the time this incident was to PC to demand the return
reported, Clemson was still a of the flag. They were met there
military school, and rat season by the PC student body presilasted the entire year instead of dent and vice president. When
until the first home football Clemson students were told that
game.
the flag had been mailed out of
In 1949, The Tiger carried state, they were given the vice
the first mention of doing away president's block letter sweater
with rat season.
to hold until the flag was re"Last Sunday afternoon...the turned.
word was passed that The State
had carried that morning a
During the fall of 1965, riotscathing denunciation of Clemson's rat system, written by ing freshmen raided the girls
D. W. Watkins of the Clemson dorm before going downtown
and attacking a Greyhound
Extension Service.
All converged upon the bus. Freshmen surrounded the
rooms of the boys who sub- vehicle and almost turned it
scribed to The State in search over.
In 1968, freshmen leaving
for the rumor's foundation.
Papers were dug out of trash West Campus housing for wocans and hurriedly scanned, men rushed on to the town of
Clemson,
up-rooting street
but to no avail.
...Then suddenly one of the signs and dumping trash into
searchers cried "Hey! I've got the streets. Garbage disposals
were overturned and burned
it! Listen."
throughout the campus. CamRAT CONTROL PROGRAM pus police found Molotov cockPLANS NEAR
tails and match head bombs,
TERMINATION
but none had exploded.
"Clemson, Nov. 1—Plans are
being completed for launching
Vice President for Student Afthe first statewide rat-control fairs Walter Cox said the riot
program ever attempted in this was the result of a pep rally
state, Director D. W. Watkins of which had taken place earlier
the Clemson Extension Service in the evening. "I feel that the
said today.
riot was an undesirable effect
W. C. Nettles, leader of the of the big pep meeting. Any
Clemson Extension, Entomol- time you have students worked
ogy and Disease Controlwork, up to go to the girls' dorms or
will head the program...."
downtown it can lead to perIn 1955, the regulations of rat sonal inj ury and inj ury to propseason were passed by the Stu- erty." Cox stated.
dent Assembly.
These rules
were:
In 1967, The Tiger reported
1. Freshmen shall wear rat that rat season was voluntary
caps until and through the because it was unenforcable.
By MARTHA SEAY
Staff Writer
Freshman rat season, one of
Clemson's oldest traditions,
has recently become the center
for great controversy on
campus.
Through the years The Tiger
has printed incidents of upperclassmen razzing the Rats. The
earliest reported incident was in
1935. Before this time, Rats
were mainly expected to participate in class activities such as
football games against the upperclassmen.
The September 26, 1935, edition of The Tiger reports the recurrence of the popular "ice
cream gag."

Since that time, there has been
great reactions against the system.
In 1968, an estimated 100
students did not participate in
the system. Last spring, another blow came to the program when the student body
voted to abolish Rat Court
which had traditionally been
"court" for "trying" violators
of the Rat Code.

Freshmen students were also
to beat a drum in front of Tillman Hall from 12 p.m. Tuesday until 12 p.m. Wednesday.
In 1958, The Tiger carried
the announcement:

We were an appropriately
expectant and excited group,
it's true, but how does one
really prepare himself for the
feeling of awe he is to experience while walking among the
ruins of Stonehenge, listening
to the lovely strains from
boys' choirs in soaring cathedrals, wandering through the
Roman ruins, peering through
crenelations atop Norman
castles, reverently exploring
the birthplace of William
Shakespeare, and observing
the magnificence and grandeur accompanying the Trooping of the Color on the Queen's
official birthday? All this and
much more was a part of the
total experience of Clemson
in England, the first of learning adventures Clemson is
planning to offer every two
years to Clemson students.

"All freshmen are required
to attend all the pep rallies. All
Rats must know all the school
yells and the school songs.
When "Tiger Rag" is played,
There was no time to be
they must immediately run to bored, nor could anyone comAfter the incident with PC, the flag pole on Bowman Field, plain of dry lectures while surrat season became more or- chip some paint off, and take rounded by pale-green walls
ganized. The 1956 Tiger these chippings to their respec- and powdery blackboards.
On board the steamship
carried rules issued by the Rat tive hall counselors."
Nieuw Amsterdam, a movie
Council for freshmen during
theater at 11 a.m. echoed with
the different football games.
Students were to guard the
With the coming of the coed, the story of the Roman invaentire campus including Tom an important aspect of rat sea- sion of Britain in 55 B.C. and
Clemson's statue, the Ag build- son came into its own right— . a survey of the political, ecoing and Memorial Stadium. panty raids. There had been nomic, and social life of both
The statue was to be guarded earlier records of similar riots, these military-minded techniby all rats on Monday and but none to match the excite- cians and succeeding AngloTuesday nights, and violators ment and frenzy of the panty Saxons and Normans.
were to be punished by Rat raids.
We found ourselves standCouncil.

The Chronicle is Clemson
University's official student
variety magazine. It contains
fiction, poetry, jokes, girls,
reviews, features, pictures and
soul-searching editorials
among other things.
Clemson students create the
four yearly issues through
hard> work, conscientious
planning, creativity and sensitivity sessions and a measured
amount of procrastination.
The leadership comes from
the senior staff, most of whom
are sophomores and juniors,
but freshmen are encouraged
to participate in producing the
campus' favorite official student variety magazine.
Work on the magazine gives
students an excellent opportunity to see how they might fare
in the expanding medium of
the media. Chronicle staffers
write all of the material contained in each issue. They lay
out the entire gamut after it is
edited or rewritten by one of
the able editors.
The staff also handles the
business affairs, promotions,
and circulation of the Chronicle. Art work from sketches to
cartoons and design is done
in the student center office complex, and photography is also
done by staffers and contributers at school.
Each member of the staff
works to make his contribu-

tion relate to the pertinent matters concerning the openminded students, professors,
parents, and alumni of the
university.
So what we have here is a
group of students who want
to do something meaningful
during their stay at the university. The work is not very
hard for anyone except the
managing editor. The job is
fun and rewarding because
each poem, feature, picture,
story or whatever is worked
on until it is made to be very
good and then the artisan can
see this work as part of a complete issue of the magazine
and the compliments just never quit coming in.
This year the Chronicle will
put special emphasis on features about all sorts of interesting things around the unK
versify. The man-made Hartwell lake with its 1,000-mile
shore line is a relatively new
addition to the area and the
brand new Keowee-Toxaway
Lake system with its giant
nuclear power systems is fascinating. Racism, the war, and
poverty will also come under
scrutiny. A great majority of
Clemson students do not know
what is contained on the fourth
floor of the administration
building, and few have been in
the Hanover House or the
Clemson Mansion. Clemson's
vast tunnel system with several interesting ways of sneaking into the girls' dorms will

PARENTS:

When your child seizes the Administration Building, don't you
want to have pictures of his "Coming Out" to put in your scrapbook?

also be explored. Johnstone
Hall, the unbearably hot dormitory complex affectionately
known as the tin cans, was
once the dorm people stood in
line to get into. There is always
the administration and the
military - industrial complex
outlook to feature.
The features, the art work,
the captivating, and the good
writing make up Clemson's
student variety magazine, the
Chronicle. Each student is
urged to join the staff. Each
parent is urged to support the
Chronicle by subscribing to it
for $3 a year. (Box 2186,
Clemson, S. C, 29631.)

of sitting in on the House of
Commons and the House of
Lords, experiencing the factory system at first hand with
a tour through an automobile
plant, and learning about the
paternalistic British society
with a guided tour of East
Kilbride, a planned city set
up under the New Towns Act
in 1946.
As the Lord Mayor of York
told an honored group of
Clemson students at a special
tea in the Guild Hail, we were
"learning in trouble. "Yes, perhaps — but would that all
trouble could be so pleasant.

CDA Plans Big Year
The CDA is composed of a
senior staff of eight seniors
and a junior staff of not more
than twenty juniors. The senior staff serves as the executive and planning committee
while the junior staff puts into
action the plans and ideas of
the seniors. Any rising junior
with a graduating GPR is eligible for membership on the
junior staff. Through hard
work and a good evaluation
by the junior and senior staffs,
eight junior staffers were elected to the senior staff at the end
of each year.
This coming year the CDA
has booked an assortment of
entertainment that we hope
will please everyone. Among
the groups already contacted
are the Makers, Archie Bell
and the Drells, the Association, Smokey Robinson and
the Miracles, Johnny Mathis,
the Georgia Prophets, and the
Four Seasons. While these are
the first semester bookings,
the second semester entertainment is still under consideration.
This year the CDA is offering a block ticket for first se-

mester to both Clemson students and their dates. The ticket costs $10.00 and allows the
holder these options: 25 per
cent discount on date tickets
purchased for each function;
season tickets for Clemson
dates at $10.00; or season

tickets for non-Clemson dates
at $12.00. This offer is valid
until Oct. 17. Checks and
money orders may be made
out to The Central Dance Association and mailed to P.O.
Box 2095, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.
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Photo By EUno Blocnick

tures and often broadening
our knowledge and understanding through an insight
into present-day British thinking. More of this insight was
gleaned through personal
contact with students from
Cambridge, informal chatting
with service personnel, and
discussions with other young
people we met along the way.
It would have been impossible for Clemson students to
return to the states without a
genuine interest in current
British social, economic, and
political affairs, after having
had the fortunate experience

BIG MONEY
IN SHIRTS

Variety Magazine Plans
Editions For Next Year
By ROBERT WHITNEY
Editor-in-Chief, Chronicle

ing in the warm sunlight in
the midst of Stonehenge, hearing the story of its erection
1500 years before the time of
Christ Almost every evening
Clemson students could be
found taking notes in some
picturesque English hotel or
perhaps in an every-bit-aslovely-as-reputed Britishpark,
sitting Indian fashion and
learning English history.
A great deal was learned,
also, through official guides
who led our exploration of
cathedrals, guild halls, Roman ruins, and Parliament, reinforcing our previous lec-
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Comedy Arid Sadism

WSBF Has Music

Highlight Two Films

can't be there in person. Informative announcements are
also a specialty; for you, too,
may someday be able to call
off classes because of a snow
storm!

quet, and is the Chairman of
the board (i.e., Head Honcho).
The remains of this staff, the
masses who do the work, are
typists and log ready for the
D.J.'s to read.

The station is totally student
run, and the program form at is
generally as follows: a wakeThe realm of communication, up show featuring popular,
one of the largest career fields whatever - the - DJ - likes music
in the world today, began its from seven to nine a.m.; the
humble existence on the Clem- great grey machine (automatic
son College campus in 1958 tape which also plays during
as a student operated educa- the wee hours of the morning)
tional FM radio station. The takes over until 1 p.m.; then
Clemson Student Broadcasting popular music reigns until 7
Facilities, located on the eighth p.m.; from 7 to 8 is Memory
level of the Student Center, has Lane, an hour of the "fond
since added many pieces of high memory" type music; next come
quality equipment, and main- the specialty shows on different
tains a competent staff of over nights throughout the weekjazz, folk, psych and hard rock,
seventy students.
and (sometimes) country and
Presently WSBF operates on western; national news is on the
a bursting 16 watts of power hour with sports and South
generated by a Westinghouse Carolina news alternating on
transmitter through a Gates the half hour.
control board with QRK turnBeginning this fall, WSBF
tables and new Sparta cart machines. A construction permit will be featuring national edihas been approved by the FCC torials in an attempt to prefor a new tower and trans- sent the many sides to quesmitter capable of generating tions of importance that puzzle
5,000 watts. The entire staff students on campuses across
remains hopeful that the one the nation. This represents, of
main hang-up—money—will be course, just a general outline
resolved one of these days. The of the type of listening you
station broadcasts closed cir- will encounter. Originality is encuit AM to the dorms, and is couraged in programming, as
some of the old-timers could
88.1 on the FM dial.
As an integral part of Clem- verify from the antics of "John
son University, WSBF main- and Marcia," "Ratman,"
tains an active position in stu- "Chickenman," and some of
dent affairs and acts as the the just plain weird sound that
information dispersing agency comes out of the "Timekeeper"
the aforementionedfor a number of student clubs show,
and organizations as well as morning thing.
enlightening the populace to
The staff itself is a triadstate and national items of interest. As one of the major business, programming, and
service organizations, WSBF engineering. While most stuhas helped plan and operate a dents pick only one area, dupseat-belt drive and contest, a lication and work in other areas
Clemson University sign fund is encouraged and not unraising program in conjunction known. The business staff is
with Alpha Phi Omega; and re- composed of the Public Relacently staged a twenty-four tions man who gets stuck with
hour marathon remote broad- most of the left over details,
cast in the "magic VW bus" the Office Manager who picks
from the downtown area to help up all the mail every day and
raise money enabling under- yells at people for not emptypriviledged children to attend ing the waste baskets, and the
Business Director (the top three
summer camp.
During the football and bas- a "directors", to sound more imketball seasons, WSBF broad- portant, I guess) who gets to
casts out of town games for juggle the budget, make a fool
those who wish to cheer but of himself at the annual ban-

The Program staff is headed
by the Program Director,
backed by his Chief Announcer.
These are the guys responsible
for the format of the station,
so complain directly to them.
This is the largest of the
staffs with personnel to produce the sounds you hear,
people to look after all the records (most of which stay locked
in a grey cabinet, never to be
seen by the D. J.'s), people to
read the news and compile the
sports summaries, and one
little, wizened, old man initiated in the mystical rites of
keeping the great grey machine
running as it should (and not
chewing up tapes as it has been
known to do, but as it most
certainly should not).

By RICHARD L. OBORN
Business Director
"From the rolling hills of
west campus, across the highrises of east campus, and down
to the counterguerilla pits
booms the twenty-four hour
voice of Tiger Radio, WSBFFM."

Finally, the Engineering Director rules his few with an iron
hand and a pair of dikes. These
are the dedicated men who try
their best to keep the station
on the air, and one look at the
wiring system would convince
any novice that this station
just cannot, theoretically, be
transmitting any sound past
its own studios. A couple of recorders, the cart machines, and
the turntables are fairly new,
but the transmitter and Emergency Broadcasting System (if
and when the latter works) appear to be of very early postwar vintage, huge tubes and
all. Oh, a brave bunch of souls
are these!
Though it might help, no
previous experience is necessary to join the staff, only a
desire to learn something new,
practical, and interesting. We
of WSBF feel this is the best
organization on campus, and
a heap of fun, too. An invitation is hereby extended to any
interested persons to an informal drop-in, with refreshments
and knowledgeable staffers
available, will be held between
7:30 and 9:30 p.m., August
27 and 28. Come by and see
the voice of Clemson Univ.,
Tiger Radio, in action.

Dickie Vents Frustrations
On Life With Teeny-Bops
(Editor's Note: Associate
Editors Dick Harpootlian and
John Norton learn that working at the beach is no different than just working anywhere as teeny boppers and
millions of other people invade the Grand Strand.)
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Associate Editor
Ocean Drive Beach is known
throughout the country as one
of the South's centers of debauchery and merrymaking.
Each summer, hundreds of
thousands of young people descend upon the town and do
their own thing, dance the nights
away, get arrested, get a shot of
leg, or pass out drunk in some
alley.
The season begins somewhere
around the first of May. Clemson and Winthrop belch forth
their masses of sex-starved
young ladies and gentlemen
who immediately head for the
beach for an appetizer.
This summer found the
Barrel, the Galleon, the Pad,
and the Beach Party jacking
prices on beer.
Of the multitude of bars to be
found on the strand I favored
Buck Garrison and Jap Bosts'
Barrel. Buck runs a large segment of the beach service at
Ocean Drive and most of the lifeguards that work for him hang
around the place in the afternoons drinking beer or Bali
Hai wine and playing pool or
pinball. These people combined
with the furnishings of the establishment provide a give-adamn atmosphere that's hard
to match. The only time I ever
saw any of them get excited was
when Budweiser Breweries went
on strike and all that was left to
drink was PBR and Millers. It
proved to be a traumatic experience to many of them.
Around the second week of
May motorcycle weekend
comes. The Tasmanian Devils,
The Bad Lasses from Bedford
County other grit motorcycle
gangs take over the beach and
virtually hold it by the vitals
for 48 hours. What's so funny
is that they do it every year and
the merchants keep inviting
them back. The cops don't mess
with anyone on anything over
a Honda 90 so it's a fairly
quiet non-profit weekend for
them.
Things quiet down after that
until the first week of June when
the high school seniors come
down en masse to grow up.
Growing up is an involved procedure of getting drunk and/or

getting arrested, dating and attempting to rack it as much as
possible, and having those tender moments when you say
goodbye and promise to write
each other and keep in touch
and meet again at the Beach
Party at 9:35 p.m. August second.
After the first week of June
things slowed down again and
many afternoons found Todd,
or Milton, or Billie watching
Tina hustling some life guard
for a quarter at pool. She never
wins but always gets the money.

The beach continues to throb
on with the pulsating beat of
life. It's that simple. The beach
isn't dirty and disgusting —
people just become more honest
and emotions are laid bare. If
you want sex, you ask for it.
If you don't like someone, you
tell them. This honesty magnifies the pleasures and pains of
life until they become unbearable. The solution is simple —
you leave.

Three hundred and fifty additional students are expected
to enroll this fall at the Sumter and Greenville branches
of the university.
During the two summer sessions, another all-time-high
record was broken. The number of students «tte"dlng first
session was 2,371. Fifty-six of
these were new students.
The 2,371 total included
1,958 men and 413 women
students, with 27 new women
students.
Second session of summer
school brought an enrollment
of 2,097. About three-fourths
of these were men and 460
were coeds. The total of new
students rose to 272 with 206
of them men.

WSBF announcer Bob Shelton is hard at work at the Y Beach while Clemson
beauty Lil McFadden patiently supervises the operation. Lil is the daughter of Coach
i
Banks McFadden of Clemson.

Committee To Extend
Program For Lecturers
Clemson's Speakers Bureau
is two years old, and has suffered from organizational
problems
associated with
most young organizations.
Composed of three students
appointed annually by the student body president and three
faculty members appointed
for three-year terms by the
faculty senate, the Speakers
Bureau suffers this year from
an acute lack of funds.
The University appropriated only $2,500 for 1969-70,
enough money for three nationally prominent speakers.
The Bureau had planned to
schedule a minimum of three
speakers per semester, but the
lack of funds is seen as an
obstacle.
The three student members
of the Bureau, Dennis Bolt,
Dick Harpootlian, and Robert
Whitney, plan to book speakers without regard to funds.
When the budget is exhausted,
they plan to make a special
appeal to the administration
for more funds. Quality, they
believe, should be the goal of
the Bureau in procuring
ipeakers.

Bolt and Harpootlian said
they will seek the support of
the student body in a special
petition when they ask for
more money. The Bureau
members feel they can only
justify this appeal if they provide speakers popular to the
student body.
Directors of Student Activities James Hoffman has offered his experience in booking speakers to aid the bureau
when they begin booking for
first semester.
The policy of the Bureau is
to provide speakers from all
social and political beliefs.
An example is their desir-. o
have both George Wallace and
Ted Kennedy speak next year.
This policy maintains that students should be entitled to hear
speakers on both sides of major current issues and that the
greater the variety of opinions
expressed the more stimulating the speaker program will
be.

waned since that time. This
popularity drop has not bothered most Tiger staffers, who
feel it is the price for quality
journalism.
Unhampered by administrative censorship, The Tiger
enjoys a remarkable degree
of freedom for a Southern
college newspaper. Clemson's
president, Robert C. Edwards,
while not a major supporter
of the newspaper, is committed
to a free and uncensored student press.
Selection for staff membership is determined by the individual editors who screen
applications to fill their respective staffs. Applications
are always available and
every applicant is considered.
Experience in journalism is
not required, and grade point
ratios are considered only incidentally. The University
maintains a policy requiring
a graduating gpr for participation in extracurricular activities. This policy, however,
is flexible and permits many

The policy of the Bureau,
concerning the presidential
veto, is not to force the president to use it, but to book
speakers without regard to the
veto power. The studentmembers feel there is no basis in
law for the veto.
According to Bureau Chairman Dennis Bolt, the Bureau
will seek "to provide as timely and provocative a program
of speakers as we possibly
can. The student body deserves no less. They may find
some of the speakers alien to
their particular attitudes, but
they will certainly be entertained. "

adolescents—the two left feet,
the ten thumbs, and the absent-mindedness.

Last year, movie goers were
Another good feature in the
plagued by the epic—three and film is Jacqueline Bisset who
a half hours of song and dance, plays the girl. Seen in a minor
comedy, and, in some cases, role as Steve McQueen's misextreme tedium.
tress in "Bullitt," Miss Bisset
proves that she is capable of
Two modest movies which handling a major role. She's
are currently making the beautiful in the nude, too.
rounds of theaters around the
area have much more to offer
The other movie is different
in entertainment than many of from the comedy. "The Night
the biggest budgeted movies of the Following Day" is a
ever produced. The movies are story of perversion and sordid
similar in many respects. They personal relationships.
are short, different, and purely
escapist.
Marlon Brando, Richard
The first of the two movies is
a bold little comedy called "The Boone, and Rita Moreno play
First Time." The movie is about kidnappers trying to extort one
three male virgins who try to million dollars in ransom from
lose their unwanted virginity. a financier in return for his
daughter's safety.
"Funny, no one thinks of a
Their well organized plot
boy when they say the word
'Virgin'" say the ads, and funny turns sour when Moreno flies
it is. When a young boy is forced out with a nasal dose of heroin
Boone's sadism triumphs
to leave his two best friends and
over Brando's cool rationand move to another city to live alism. The film is a shocker,
with his elderly grandparents, not for the prudish or the weak
he finds himself unable to ad- stomached. The climax of this
just to his new environment film is brutal, sadistic, and
nauseating.
The young boy is 16, and,
like many young men at that
The ending of the move is,
age, is very awkward, gauche, literally, a nightmare. The
and socially conscious. Bored, viewer is left shocked and horhe writes to his friends that he rified. He should feel somehas been going to a brothel what as if he were a voyeur
in Niagara Falls with some or a masochist.
new and older "friends." Of
course, this is a fantasy but
The principle performers in
the boy does not think that his
friends will ever learn the truth. the movie are excellent Brando
Js at his best since "On The
waterfront," playing a hip
Surprisingly, the two boys gangster with a revolver and a
show up wanting to go to leer on his face. Richard Boone
Rosie's for a night of fun and can be the most sadistic villain
games. Unwillingly, the boy ever to appear on the movie
takes his friends to Canada screen. If you hated him in
and tries to divert their attention "Hombre" you'll loathe and
from their mission by extensive despise him in this film. He's
sight-seeing.
ugly, mean, and totally conWhat finally happens to the vincing.
trio is quite hilariously portrayed in the film. They are
Both of these films are good
finally able to "pick-up" a girl because they show what serious
they think is a prostitute. Back filmmakers can do when they
at the hotel room, they are all try to peddle talent and not
three very much surprised.
pretentiousness. While neither
This story is not only very will live forever in the hearts
simple but also very real. Wes and eye sockets of the viewStern as the young boy who er, both offer an escape from
tells his friends about Rosie's the summer heat, long lines
has captured the physical im- at the epics, and summer repediments which afflict young
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students with gpr's under 2.0
to engage in extracurricular
activities.
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selected annually by the retiring senior staff, and each
senior staffer receives annually a proportionate share of an
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Any student interested in
membership on The Tiger will
have an opportunity to talk
with the staff during freshman
orientation in August.
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Zhe Sally Skoppe

New objectives of this year's
senior staff are to increase the
weekly number of pages to a
minimum of ten, expand coverage of campus and local
events, and experiment in new
design techniques. The Tiger
also plans to initiate an annual selection of professor-of-theyear award based'on voting
of the senior staff. The presentation will be made at a banquet next Spring.

WELCOME FRESHMEN

MENS

university president. According to the student members of
the Bureau, the president may
have the opportunity to exercise his veto power this year if
they have anticipated the
president correctly.

Unpopular with the student
members of the Bureau is the
power of veto exercised by the

Award Winning Newspaper
Headlines Campus Activities

The Fourth of July was the
next big weekend with Mom and
Dad and 90,000 Teeny-Boppers invading the beach. Companionship over 18 was hard
to find, so Teeny bopping became a new sport. The game
The Tiger is an award-winwardens worked overtime and ning and controversial stuit's hard to tell how many fools dent newspaper, supported
were baited into j ail.
jointly by student activities
fees, advertising and subscriptions.
The weekly publicationwon
an Ail-American rating last
year from Associated Collegiate Press for excellence in all
areas of student newspaper
journalism. It was also cited
the best large college newspaper in South Carolina by
the Dean of the School of
Journalism at the University
Enrollment at Clemson will of North Carolina. Tiger senreach an all-time high this ior staffers accepted the latter
year as 6,800 undergraduates award along with four of six
prepare to attend classes this individual awards at the anfall, according to University nual convention of the South
Registrar.
Carolina Collegiate Press AsOf these 6,800 students, sociation last semester.
1,200 will be coeds. This
number will include the recThe Tiger made a sweepord-breaking number of 375 ing transition three years ago
freshmen coeds who will enter under the editorship of Ernie
Clemson in August.
Stallworth from the more traditional bulletin-board stuThere will be a total of 1,700 dent newspaper to a provocafreshmen this year, Including tive and controversial publi375 girls.
cation, and its popularity has

Enrollment
Figures Hit
New High

By MICHAEL SMITH
Features Editor
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Alumni Reminisce
9
About'Old Times
By DONNA SMITH
and CHEREE GILLESPIE
Staff Writers
The Alumni Association had
a big bash here for Clemson's
product of 51 years. They
rolled in on June 6 in Cadillacs, Volkswagens, and 1955
Chevrolets — farmers, architects,
engineers ... Southern
gentlemen.

Taps - Hard Work, Fun
Produce Lively Annuals

to
answer
an important
question for him, though—
"Why the hell can't we put out
a football team?" Maybe it all
started with Butch Hallahan.

Then there was a time when
the mess hall always served hot
dogs on Friday night. That's
when a week of boredom hit
the troops full force. So they
invented a new game—"throwThe Class of '19 was there the - hot - dog-at-the-ceiling-andin styrofoam panamas with see - if - it - sticks." Poor mess
purple and orange bands pro- cleaners. Hot dogs everywhere.
Back on the loggia again, we
claiming they'd survived 50
years since graduation. The found out that the food wasn't
class of '14 and '24 and even so good in '14 either. This time
'02 were there with their ladies our man had taught Sunday
milling about the booths on the School for 50 years in the Methloggia. The big board reg- odist Church. He'd spoken in
istered the names of the few or 29 states on "patriotism, our
the many who had returned heritage, love of country." He
for a glimpse of forgotten faces. saw Haley's Comet pass over
The classes of "50-'53 were there the campus. The buildings are
in their new summer suits and different now. Dorms were barracks, not monsters, then. Our
their old pot bellies.
man even sanctioned voluntary
By the middle of the afternoon ROTC. and deplored the genthey'd invaded the canteen and eration gap.
bought their Tiger tee-shirts to
Heard about a real tragedy
take back to the kids. That's
where we saw him—sitting there from one fellow. His old dorm
smoking his True filters and room used to be where the trashdrinking a Coke. He graduated can on the loggia stands.
in '25 with five other archiUsed our press cards for the
tecture students when they were
teaching fundamentals more first time since we got them. We
just wanted to talk to her husthan design.
band but she thought it was
Our man—who'd dipped a some sort of initiation prank.
poodle in green water colors- Her man was one of the Class
was a senior when they had the of '14, when their memory
riot in the fall of '24. Seems books didn't contain any offthat they had a new colonel, beat flavor. Wonder who
a West Point guy. who tried to showed her the nudes in Taps.
cut out hazing. Man virtually Someone once asked him what
told the Rats to drop their pants his ambitions were. He wanted
and found a lot of "blue to find the right lady. He got
fannies." He took away all sen- her and four kids and a dairy
ior privileges endearing him- farm, eventually.
self to the upperclassmen.
Ran into a beautiful charNext, they kicked Butch Hal- acter, but he ran away from
lahan, star football player, out us! Left us a card though. He
of school for drinking. Couldn't had written a book. Musings
tell the difference between the of a Hermit, with "a new color
reek of wintergreen linament cover, verse, and homey philosophies.*' Seems his address
and grain alcohol.
And Sunday dinner consisted is The Hermitage, Murrells Inof rotten chicken. Seniors took let Wonder if the lovely Alice
it to President Earl as a present, ever dropped over to exchange
but Earl wasn't hungry. He'd ghost stories?
take chief chef Harcombe's
By Sunday they were gone
word for it—the chicken was
okay. "You eat it." they said. again — back to their dairy
farms, insurance companies,
They tore up the dining hall and government jobs. Don't
that night and proclaimed mob guess we'll hear from them
rule. Cadets were lea%ing right again until next June when the
and left—for good. How'd it Cadillacs, Buicks, and Fords
end? They court-marshalled all roll back onto the quad unless
the seniors. Our man managed they don't like our story and
to stick around. Clemson failed cancel their subscriptions.
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By JOHN SETTLE
TAPS, Editor-in-Chief
TAPS: the official yearbook
of Clemson University, is one
of the finest college yearbooks
in the nation. Its award-winning tradition vindicates this
reputation; six of the last seven
years the Associate Collegiate"
Press has rated TAPS All-American (its highest award) and
two of the last three years TAPS
has been named the top yearbook in the state by the South
Carolina Collegiate Press Association. The success of past
TAPS staffs is credited to hard
work—and again this year, the
new TAPS staff has already
logged some hours of overtime.
Our labors produce one product—a yearbook, -which is perhaps the most important permanent record of a school year
that will remain with a Clemson student. And so this is our
goal: to edit a book that will
tell the story of Clemson and
its people. It is our hope to do
just that—to put out a work of
art that each student will be
proud of not only this year, but
more important, in the many
years to come.

Utrillo's "Montmartre"
This copy of an original Maurice Utrillo painting is one of 35 art works which will
be on display in the Lee Hall Art Gallery. The work is part of the 400 piece collection owned by the Abbott's Laboratories and is part of their exhibit, "A Corporation
Collects,"

Lee Hall Gallery Exhibits
4
A Corporation Collects'
"A Corporation Collects"
will be the firstartexhibittobe
presented at the Rudolph Lee
Hall Gallery for the fall semester. The exhibit which consists
of 35 paintings from the
Abbott Laboratories fine art
collection will be on display
from Aug. 17 to Sept. 7. The
showing will be sponsored by
the Clemson Architectural
Foundation and the School
of Architecture at Clemson.
The exhibition includes the
works of a wide range of distinguished artists, from abstractionists to realists to romanticists. Among them are
Salvador Dali, Grant Wood,
Maurice Utrillo, Milton Avery,
and John Stuart Curry.
The collection is especially
unique because each of the
more than 400 paintings in
the whole collection has been
used in the Abbott's advertising for physicians. Abbott began to use the art works in

advertising under the guidance of past public relations
vice-president Charles Downs.
Abbott used the paintings for
the covers of the company's
magazine which it distributes
to doctors around the world.

try today because it affects
both the artists and the large
public interested in their efforts."

MORGAN'S
FLOWERS

During World War II. Abbott conducted an extensive
program of pictorial documentation of the work of the
Army and Navy medical departments as well as the submarine service, naval aviation, and the Marine Corps.
This war art, produced by the
company's own artists, was
used to aid in the War Bond
sales campaign.
Emily Genauer, art critic
for the New York Herald Tribune, says that the collection
"is one of the most constructive examples of art sponsorship to be found in the coun-

Since TAPS includes all the
students on campus, we are interested in the advice and help
that each student can offer us.
Each year a good percentage of
the pictures, copy, and artwork
in a TAPS has been contributed
by non-staffers who are willing
to help. Anyone who wishes to
work on the 1970 TAPS can
make a valuable contribution
to the success of the annual.

&

From cover to cover, the pictures in TAPS are "instant replays" of the memories which
filled the year. And since we believe that "one picture is worth
a thousand words", we try to fill

book could never be printed.
Each junior staffer soon learns
jthe sacrifices that are required
ito be a part of our team. To be
the best, we realize that TAPS
must always come first.

The rewards of a TAPS memour book with lively, informber are many. Both senior and
ative shots that each have, a junior
staff members have the
story to tell. Pictures can maki£
opportunity
work with
or break a yearbook, and it is people from to
all parts of the
to this end that we recruit the campus. Each is motivated by
best photographers on cam- the challenge to make each page
pus for our photography staff. be the best that it can be. Whatever a staffer does, it will be
The TAPS working force is recorded five thousand times
divided into a senior and a and will be a part of the book
junior staff similar to the other that is Clemson for one year.
major service organizations.
After a sophomore or junior
This is our most important
has worked on the junior staff guideline — that each picture
and each page should be corfor a year, he is interviewed rect and should best tell its
for a senior staff position. Re- story. At TAPS, we work for
turning senior staffers are elect- you—the student body of Clemed to staff positions for the up- son University, not for ourcoming year by the past senior selves. It is our time, but your
book. You are the yearbook,
staff. This system insures that because you are Clemson and
each senior staffer is best fitted TAPS reflects Clemson in picfor his job.
tures and words. So if you want
to do us a small favor in reA senior staff member is pri- turn, just help a little by your
marily concerned with the com- cooperation and your time
plete production of his section. And then, the 1970 TAPS will
This includes everything from be a part of your effort too.
club contracts and picture scheduling to the proofing of the
blue sheets before the final printing. Junior staffers work for all
the senior staffers throughout
the year. This system educates
them to the responsibilities and
demands of each senior staff
position. The importance ofthe
TAPS Junior Staff is not to be
overlooked—without them, the

Italian Food

Scotty's Restruant
And
American Favorites

GIFTS
FOR THAT SPECIAL PERSON,

WELCOME FRESHMEN

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
112 Sloan Street

Clemson

Phone 654-4321

123 By-Pass

Clemson, S. C.

Student Government

Department Of Services
Computerized Job
Placement Service
A free computerized job -placement service is offered to all
seniors and juniors. This service is in no way designed to
replace the existing placement service. Instead it is intended
to complement it by offering increased exposure to interested
employers.

NSA Student Life
Insurance
Insurance policies will be offered. The
students will pay a very low rate during
his or her college years and set the rate
he wishes to pay after graduation.
(NOTE: Male students should note that
this policy is not cancelled while in a war
zone.)

Birthday Cake Sales
We are happy to announce a new service
for the coming year. In the event that any
parent, or student, would like to order a
"home-cooked" cake for any special occasion (birthdays and the like), for $3.00 we
will deliver one to his/her room. Any person wishing to place an order, please send
§3.00 (checks only please) to Dep't of Services, P. O. Box 2115, Clemson University,
Clemson, S. C. 29631, with the information
needed for delivery. Please allow one
week's notice.

Refrigerator Rentals
Refrigerators will again be rented for the coming school year.
The rental charge will be $18.00 per semester. We are happy to
inform you that the refundable deposit has been reduced to'
$10.00. In the event that you have not yet pre-ordered a refrigerator, there is an ad and an order blank also provided in this
issue of the Tiger.

L

Free Semester Activities
Calendar
Free calendars in a ring binder style will be
distributed to the students at registration.
This calendar will have a day-to-day
account of campus activities
for the convenience of
the students.

NSA Record Club
Students will be offered life membership
in the National Student Association Record Club. Membership costs $2.00 with no
obligation as to the number of records ordered. Both records and tapes are ordered
at deductions from 337c to 78%.

Miss Clemson Contest
The responsibility for organizing and
producing the Miss Clemson Contest
has been passed on to our Department.
Realizing our artistic as well as dramatic short-comings, we ask that any
person instructed in these fields to aid
us with this event. Please contact us
at the earliest possible date, as we
would like to get started early this fall.

Student Migrations
Plans are being made for two student migrations to the Georgia
Tech and the South Carolina football games. The price will include transportation and a box lunch, and, hopefully, a Tiger
victory dance will follow.
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Gen. Rigsby Appointed
To New Executive Post

Trustees Approve
$14.7 Million Budget
The Clemson board of trustees recently approved a
$14,766,094 budgetfor 196970 academic programs of the
university, compared with
$11,922,800 in the 1968-69
fiscal year.
Increased allocations will
support Clemson's steadily
growing enrollment and will
strengthen academic, research
and public service programs,
according to Clemson President Robert C. Edwards.
Edwards, in announcing
adoption of the new budget,
expressed appreciation to the
South Carolinian General Assembly and the State Budget
and Control Board for providing funds to meet the urgent
needs for higher education
and public service at Clemson
and other state institutions.
"We are determined," Edwards said, "to expend these
funds in such a way as to obtain maximum benefit for the
people of South Carolina.
"I am particularly pleased

that the level of state appropriations this year enables us
to avoid any further increase
in student fees at this time. The
only minor changes in charges to students will be in certain
cost adjustments for student
services which under state law
must be self-supporting."
In addition to support of
the academic program, Clemson's budget provides for auxiliary enterprises such as food
service and housing, research
programs, agricultural extension, and various public service activities such as fertilizer
inspection and analysis and
livestock-poultry health.
These bring the total budget
for current operations to
$32,280,898 in 1969-70,
compared with $28,050,693
in 1968-69.
The Clemson budget also
contains a $2,566,585 provision for payment of revenues
earmarked by law for interest
and amortization of indebt-

ness incurred for permanent
improvements, bringing the
grand total of contemplated
expenditures for 1969-70 to
$34,847,483.
In new budget allocations
for auxiliary enterprises and
affiliated activities, principally housing and food services,
are $6,996,804 for 1969-70,
against $6,787,949 the previous year.
The agricultural research
program is to receive
$4,523,801 as compared with
$4,233,467 the previous year.
The agricultural extension
service is to receive
$5,112,294
against the
$4,294,611 the previous year.
The fertilizer inspection and
analysis department, a public
service activity for the entire
state, is to receive $138,062
against $123,470 the previous year.
The livestock-poultry health
department, another statewide
public service, is to receive
$743,843, as compared with
$698,396 in 1968-69.

Gen. Rigsby
>!•!

OFF1CC OF THE WtESIOCNT

Gen. A. Wood Rigsby was recently named to fill the
newly-created post of vice-president for executive affairs.
Rigsby will continue his duties as university counsel.

Jolly 21, 1969

President's Welcome

Clemson Student
Saves 4-Year-Old

MEMBERS OF THE FRESHMAN CLASS AND OTHER NEW STUDENTS:
It is with sincere pleasure that I welcome each of you to Clemson
University and more especially so as the University enters its fourth quartercentury of dedicated service to South Carolina and the nation.

A Clemson ROTC cadet attending the ROTC summer encampment at Gunter AFBhas
been recommended for an Air
Force ROTC Valor Award for
pulling a drowning four-yearold girl from a swimming pool
at a Montgomery, Ala., motel.

The significant accomplishments of the past 76 years have provided a
sturdy icnd solid foundation for what we are doing at Clemson today. The past,
however, and what we have done is but a matter of historical record. The true
measure of Clemson's greatness and excellence lies in its ability to meet,
head on, the challenges of the future and to provide for the betterment of mankind.
As students, you are the main focus of the University. Your individual
growth and development are the prime objectives of our entire educational enterprise.

Air Force ROTC cadet Morris R. Ritch, Flight E, received
praise and thanks this week
for his " alertness and bravery "
from the father of the girl who
nearly drowned.

As you embark on a four-year academic venture at Clemson, I challenge
and urge each of you to utilize your mental and physical abilities to their fullest
extent, and to take advantage of the educational opportunities which lie ahead.
The entire facilities of the University are your keys to the future, and a
highly-trained, dedicated faculty and staff are ready to guide you through the
formidable doors of educational opportunity.

Ritch, a senior at Clemson,
and some friends from field
training at Gunter were spending their first weekend away
from training at the motel.

Set your sights on an academic goal and focus your prime efforts on your
studies. This is imperative, for scholastic standards at Clemson are high and
the course work is often quite difficult. Blend these endeavors with the extracurricular activities which are here for your participation, enjoyment, and
improvement and you will achieve a well-rounded preparation for a future of outstanding citizenship and leadership.

"I had been sitting around
the pool most of the day and
had watched this little girl
'jumping into her father's arms
in the pool," said Ritch.

Clemson University is your University. I wish for each of you a highly
successful year as you join the growing Clemson family.
Sincerely,

"At about 10:30 p.m.," he
continued, "I noticed her in the
deep end of the pool. She came
up for air three or four times

Robert C. Edwards, President

Town Of Clemson
Attempts Annexation
An annexation election has
been scheduled for Tuesday,
Aug. 5, on taking an area into
Clemson, which would more
than triple both the land area
and population of the municipality.
Mayor John LaGrone said
Tuesday that polls will be located at the Clemson United
Methodist Church social hall
for town voters, and at the
Margaret Morrison Elementary School on U.S. 123 for
residents of the area proposed
for annexation.
The election was ordered by
the Pickens County Election
Commission after about 59
per cent of the landowners
in the large area signed a petition requesting the election.
Only a simple majority of the
1,663 freeholders were required to sign petition to make
it valid.

The polls will be open from
8 a.m. to 7 p.m., LaGrone
said. He said the annexation
question must carry both in
the town and in the area by
simple majorities for it to
pass. All registered voters are
eligible to cast ballots.
The area proposed for an:
nexation would stretch from
near the Utica-Mohawk plant
to within amile of Daniel High
School and nearly to the Central and Pendleton town limits.
The annexation would raise
Clemson's population from
about 2,000 to an estimated
9,000 persons.
An organized effort is being
mounted in the area to oppose
the annexation. The group's
officers are Dan Boone, chairman; Mrs. Marsha Jones, secretary; James H. "Sonny"
Crawford, treasurer; and R.F.
Borgman, publicitychairman.

Europair Imports

and I thought someone was
watching her.
"Then she started coming up
and not getting any air. So, I
ran the 50 feet to the pool and
retrieved her. By this time, her
father had arrived."
On returning to camp bunday evening, Ritch was silent
to his contemporaries and the
camp staff until Col. Kenneth
R. Rea, encampment commander, received a letter from
the girl's father, Rev. Andrew
B. Cooke, Jr., of Richmond,
Va.
Rev. Cooke said in his letter
that Ritch had saved his
daughter from drowning. He
added, " I am truly grateful to
know that you have men of
this calibre in training for
leadership in the Air Force."
Ritch, from Charlotte, N.C.,
is majoring in building construction and plans to graduate in Dec. i970.

Clemson has established the
fifth vice presidential position
in its administrative structure
and named one of its chief
executive officers to the post.
Retired Air Force Maj. Gen.
A. Wood Rigsby, assistant to
the university president for the
past five years, has been appointed vice president for executive affairs, effective immediately.

M. A. degree from the University of Denver. Rigsby was
a practicing attorney in Oklahoma City for 11 years until
called to active duty with the
Army as a captain in 1940.

Gen. Rigsby will also continue his duties as University
Counsel on legal matters and
secretary to the Clemson
Board of Trustees.

Agronomy Staff
Gets New Members

He has the distinction of
being the first professor of law
and head of this department
at the U.S. Air Force Academy. He developed the Aca-

Clemson's administrative
organization includes four
other vice presidents who direct academic and student affairs, business and financial
matters, and university development.
Rigsby, a Salado, Tex., native, came to Clemson in 1963
after retiring from the Air
Force as Judge Advocate
(general counsel) of the Air
Force Logistics Command.
His first position with the university was director of planning and sponsored research.

The department of agronomy and soils has announced
the appointment of three new
staff members.
Clyde Leonard Parks joined
the staff as an Associate Extension Specialist. Parks, a native of Mulberry, Tenn., received his Ph.D. degree in
Agronomy from Texas A&M
University in 1963.

He holds a bachelor's
and law degree from the University of Oklahoma, and an

Chi-chang Chen joins the
department as a visiting associate professor in cytogenetics
and will be engaged in fulltime research. Chen did grad-

demy's course of instruction,
directed and supervised the
faculty of the law department
in the writing of a textbook,
and taught the first class of
cadets.
During his distinguished military career, Rigsby served
as Staff Judge Advocate (chief
attorney) in the European
Theatre of Operations with
the Strategic Air Command.

uate work at National University and received his Ph.D.
from McGill University in
1967. He also held a postdoctoral fellowship at the University of Western Ontario.
Charles Edward Rieck will
join the staff for both teaching
and research. He received his
Ph.D. in soil microbiology
from the University of Nebraska and has lectured previously at Oklahoma State
University.
All three appointees have
published numerous scholarly papers.

bass * frank bros.
corbin * berle * gant
griffon • clubman
damon * coxmoofe * thane
ramey-tyson • london fog
pendleton * burlington * hirdes
izod * canterbury
holbrook • arrow * gleneagles
complete formal wear service
special tailoring service
— find these and many more at —

mnltevz & fttllman
downtown clemson

Get Together At Hardee's

Welcomes the Freshmen

Foreign Car Specialist
OLD STONE CHURCH RD.

654-3404

The Ail-American Place To Eat

CLEMSON, S. C.

Repairs to all makes
of foreign cars
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Which End Of The Screw Do You Want
To Be On?
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The Tiger will be holding Open Rush

Charbroiled Hamburgers
Delicious Apple Turnovers
Crispy French Fries
Your Favorite Shakes

Wednesday - Aug. 20 — 4-8 p.m.

And Soft Drinks

Thursday - Aug. 21 — 4-8 p.m.
We Wear The White Halos
Dennis Bolt:
Head Angel

Just Opposite The New Field House on Highway 93

Li'l Sandy Hogue (Head of News here in Heaven) extends his personal
invitation to all BEAUTIFUL GIRLS (and other students) to

Drop In

Hardee's

Howard: 'I Think We'll Come Through All Right'
By BILL RHODES
Sports Enthusiast
The 1969 football season
promises its usual share of
powerhouses and surprises as
the Atlantic Coast Conference kicks off its 17th season
of play.
Predictions have begun to
come in from those in the know
and for the first time in a number of years, South Carolina
has been picked as a pre-season favorite over Clemson.
Kickoff Magazine says that
USC will be the conference
champs while Street and Smith
Yearbook gives the Gamecocks runner-up honors.
Clemson is picked for third
and fourth place in each respective magazine.
As Clemson coach Frank
Howard begins his 30th year
as head of the Tiger onslaught, he says, "Our main
concern during spring practice was to regroup our offensive and defensive lines. We
lost five interior men from offense and the same number
from defense."

"I think we'll come through
all right, but we will have a
lot of work, especially with
the offensive line this fall."
Guard Grady Burgner is
the only returning interior offensive lineman.
The Tigers will field 27 returning lettermen including
nine starters. Twenty-four lettermen were lost including 13
starters.
A strong point should be the
receivers where newcomer
John McMakin has joined veterans Charlie Waters, Jim Sursavage, and Jack Anderson.
Howard continued, "We lost
a good back in Buddy Gore,
but I'm happy that Ray Yauger is going to be back for two
more years. He's a good one."
Coach Howard hopes to get
fullbacks Rick Medlin and
Rick Burkowsky clicking so
that "the opposition can't
gang up on one player."
The quarterback spot for
next season is up for grabs.
Jimmy Barnette, Rick Gilstrap, and Tommy Kendrick
are all in the fight and have

good potential, but lack experience.
ACC PREVIEW
Coach Tom Harp of Duke
says, "We'll be young again,
age-wise this year, but we'll
have more talented backs offensively and defensively and
more speed." Standout quarterback Leo Hart promises
to make the Blue Devils this
year's darkhorse. Runners
and receivers will be strong,
but they will suffer from the
loss of most of their interior
linemen.

Julv 25, 1969

Maryland has a new coach
to replace departed Bob Ward.
Roy Lester has a lot of returning lettermen to try and improve the Terps.
Again this year, Maryland's
biggest problem will be defense. The passing game has
had little chance to work during spring practice and it will
likely remain weak. Offensively, the Terps line shows good
size and experience.
North Carolina's coach Bill
Dooley is looking for replacements for graduated QB Gayle

Bo mar and punter Chip Stone.
The Tar Heels open the '69
season with N.C. State and
USC, the two predicted powerhouses.
While the squad is generally improved over last year's
: 8th place team, it looks like it's
going to be a long, rough season for the Tar Heels.
Defending conference champ
N.C. State will again field one
of the teams to beat. Sports
writers are divided as to
whether the Wolfpack will repeat, as USC is coming on
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fast and strong.
State retains its veteran defensive unit, but lacks depth
and experience at offensive
and defensive end, cornerback, and center.
Coach Earle Edwards says,
"We will have to count on the
experience of our defensive
unit to offset offensive losses.
We have some good young
players who will develop, but
inexperience can prove costly."
Paul Dietzel's Gamecocks return with some real power in
the form of ace quarterback
Tommy Suggs, fullback Warren Muir, end Fred Zeigler,
and defensive back Tyler Hellams as well as a host of
linemen.
The only drawback seems
to be some inexperience in the
center of the defensive and offensive lines and at roverback.
USC's proven, balanced offensive attack should make them
the team to watch.
Says Dietzel, "We expect to
be a better football team but
not as good as some of our
alumni think. We have 30 re-

turning lettermen from last
year's sophomore and junior
dominated club."
Virginia's George Blackburn feels that, "Our strength
should be defense since we return seven starters, but our
weaknesses will be inexperience from an offensive standpoint.
Rebuilding last year's ACC
leading offense will be a great
problem but they expect to
"continue our ambitious goal
of seeking the ACCchampionship."
Like Maryland, Wake Forest also has a new coach,
Cal Stoll. The big search has
been at quarterback to replace
Freddie Summers. Larry Russell appears as the likely
choice.
Good running backs and receivers will aid Wake, and the
kicking game promises to be
strong. However, a new coach
always brings problems, and
some vets will be playing in
new position. There is a lack
of depth in key positions.

a

^mfsold Out I Clemson Signs 45 High School Grid Standouts
The athletic directors of Clemson University
and the University of South Carolina announced
July 21 that all reserved seats in Carolina Stadium, site of this year's battle between the two
rival state institutions, had been sold.
This is the earliest date the annual meeting
between the Tigers and Gamecocks has been sold
out. However, arrangements have been made to
take care of the overflow audience wanting to see
the game one way or another.
Plans have been made to set up a closed circuit television in the Carolina Coliseum, according to Frank Howard of Clemson and Paul Dietzel
of South Carolina, athletic directors of their respective institutions.
Tickets can now be ordered with either university for the closed telecast. Giant screens will
be set up in the Carolina Coliseum to provide for
good viewing from any point in the 12,000-seat
plus capacity. About 2,000 TV tickets have already been bought.
These tickets are $6.00 each and anyone wishing to purchase them can either order them by
mail at any time, or purchase them over the counter after August 15th at the ticket offices at either
Clemson or South Carolina. Mailing charges are
50 cents on each order.
A crowd of 53,247 saw the two rivals clash
last year at Clemson which was a new Clemson
Memorial Stadium record and also the largest
audience ever to see a football game in the State
of South Carolina, as well as to watch two Atlantic Coast Conference teams play.
Orders are now being taken for Clemson's other nine games and can be placed for future delivery from 8 a.m. to 12 noon and from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
daily and from 8 to 12 Saturday at the ticket office in the Clemson Field House. Tickets can also
be ordered by mail.
All tickets, except the Virginia opener at Charlottesville Sept. 20, are $6.00 each. Cavalier tickets are $5.50 each.

By CHARLES LAITMER
Sports Writer
Clemson has inked 45 outstanding high school football
players to "letters of intent"
since the recruiting wars began. These letters are part of an
agreement among colleges that
prevents the signee from playing at any other college after
signing the contract.
Perhaps the most outstanding prospect of the lot was Mike
Matthews, a quarterback from
Pisgah High in Canton, N. C.
Twenty schools were after this
young man who is called "the
best quarterback in North
Carolina."

Key Performers
Sophomore quarterback Rick Gilstrap (left above) and
junior tailback Ray Yauger will be two of the key performers during the 1969 football season in Tigertown. The Tigers begin practice on August 17 with three days of condi-

iioning work to open the drills, followed by a month of
contact work in preparation for the Sept. 20 opener at
Virginia,

Another outstanding prepster
in the Tiger fold is Chuck Huntley. He is a 170-pound halfback who was instrumental in
leading the Greenwood Emeralds to the state AAAA
championship.
Also from
Greenwood is Eddie Siegler, a
soccer-style kicker who should
help the Tiger's kicking game
considerably.
Tony Anderson, brother of
Clemson's Jack, is an outstanding end prospect from Travelers Rest. Anderson gathered
in 16 touchdown passes during
the Devildogs 9-2 season.

as the Generals won theAAAARegion 2 crown.
In addition to Anderson,
Walter West of Easley, Bobby
Johnson of Eau Claire, Robert
Shell from Adanta, Steve Long
of Monroe, Ga., Stan Greenwalt
of Camp Springs, Md., and Dan
Landeen of Tampa are end
prospects.
Terry Calhoun, a native of
Hyattsville, Md., and Malcolm
Faulkenberry of Kershaw, S.
C, are two centers that have
signed. Calhoun goes 240
pounds and is reportedly one of
the best linemen in the Washington area. Dennis Wilson
(6-3, 230) is another candidate for the center post.
The top interior lineman is
Allendale's John Price. Price
was selected as the outstanding lineman of the Shrine Bowl
and is rated a top-notch guard.
He is 6-2 and weighs 218
pounds.
Quarterbacks signed include
Woodruffs outstanding Deedie
Dunaway, who led the Wolv- .
erines topost-seasonhonorsfoi
two consecutive seasons. Ray
Nelson of Charleston anc
David Sasser of Savannah.
Ga., complete the quarterback
corps. ,
The coaching staff is well
satisfied with the number and
quality of the prepsters. CoachFrank Howard and chief re-1
cruiter Fred Cone are still pursuing several more blue-chip'
players.

Heralded Heisman Trophy Named
For Former Clemson Head Coach

Heide Davis of Greenville's
Wade Hampton High is a
flashy halfback who picked up
over 900 yards on the ground

The Heisman Trophy is the
greatest award that a college
football player can hope to
achieve during his career.
John W. Heisman, the man
for whom the trophy is named,
coached the Clemson Tiger
football team from 19001903.

Clemson Rated
Record Leaders

It was Heisman who led
Clemson to its first undefeated season during his first year
as coach. The Tigers finished
with a 6-0 mark in 1900 with
victories over Davidson, Wofford, South Carolina, Georgia, Virginia Tech and Alabama. Clemson scored 222
points while the defense gave
up only 10 points during the
season.
In 1901, the Tigers managed only a 3-1-1 record, but
they came back in 1902 to finish 6-1, the only loss being
to South Carolina. During this
first year in the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association, Clemson's offense put
202 points on the scoreboard
while the opponents had only
22.
Heisman finished out his
coaching career at Clemson
in 1903 with a 4-1-1 mark
bringing his total stay as the
Tiger head coach to 19-3-2.
Heisman was well known
for his ability to beat Georgia
Tech, for his record against
the club was 2-0 while he led
the Tigers.
In precedence to their first
meeting in 1902, the Atlanta
press portrayed the game as a
contest between the Atlanta
City Slickers and Clemson's
Country Bumpkins.
A train left Clemson the day
before the game carrying the
supposed fighting Tigers
which the Atlantans promptly treated to a big night on the
town in preparation for the
battle the next day. The Atlanta fans placed their money
on the great Rambling Wrecks
with great certainty as to what
the outcome of the match
would be.

Inside Sports

Our Favorite Sport
Coed Susan Schumaker has been up a tree all summer waiting for classes to begin. What a dull life that must be!

Tiger cartoonist Larry Harper decided to offend everyone
withhis map on Pages 12and
13. The sports department
takes no responsibility. Call
us only if you need help in
maiming the artist.
What's soccer? Find out
about one of Clemson's fastest-growing sports on Page 11.
Clemson's javelin thrower
places third in international
meet. See story on Page 11-

The Tigers came through to
wreck all of Atlanta's dreams
the next day as they routed
Tech, 44-5. It turned out that
Heisman had sent a team of
substitutes down the day before while his starting team
spent the night at a small
town outside of Atlanta.
The following year, the Atlanta fans were more skeptical as they prepared to make
their bets on the contest. Word
had reached Atlanta that the
Clemson star, "Vet" Sitton,
who had done so much
damage to Tech the year before was injured.
Finally definite word came
that Sitton was out of the lineup, and Tech money began to
flow freely again.
Tech could withstand the
onslaught no longer so a determined effort was made to

get Heisman to change alma
maters. The Atlantans finally succeeded, and it is rumored
that Heisman only received an
increase of $50 for moving.
Sitton, Gil Ellison, and the
Tigers rolled to a 73-0 win
much to the chagrin of all
Atlanta.
The surprise was even bigger this time, for Clemson put
in their capable reserve for
rlelsman went on to Tech in
1904 and continued to direct
the club through 1919, recording 101 wins, 29 losses and
six ties. That brought his
coaching career mark to 12032-8.
He was a member of the
National Football Foundation and Helms Athletic Foundation Hall of Fame, and his
achievements in the realms of
football led to the great trophy
which bears his name.

Clemson's
Tigers have
ranked 25th among the nation's top 25 football teams
based on the records of the
past quarter century.
Boasting an impressive record of 143 wins, 96 losses
and 10 ties, Clemson has been
led throughout the past 25
years by their current coach,
Frank Howard.
The Oklahoma Sooners,
eminent fortheir amazingpair
of winning streaks, captured

the 25-year championship
with their record of 196 wins,
60 losses, and 6 ties.
In the battle for the runnerup position, Ohio State
creeped by Army with only
a .0004 margin, while Mississippi grabbed fourth place
honors from Texas by a similar narrow difference.
Notre Dame, with six unbeaten seasons to their credit,
placed sixth in the survey as
arch-rival Michigan State followed the Irish in the 25-year
standings.
Perm State, Alabama, and
Wyoming complete the top 10.

69 Football Schedule
| Sept. 20
| Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
I Oct. 25
| Nov. 1
| Nov. 8
1 Nov. 15
I Nov. 22

Virginia at Charlottesville
Georgia at Clemson (IPTAY
Day)
Georgia Tech at Atlanta
Auburn at Auburn (CDT)
Wake Forest at Clemson
(Homecoming)
Alabama at Clemson (Dad's
Day)
Maryland at Clemson (Band
Day)
Duke at Durham
North Carolina at Chapel Hill
South Carolina at Columbia

Through the years 19441968 the Oklahoma clubs
have netted a .766 percentage. Ohio State (158-59-12)
has chalked up a .7381 percentage followed closely by
Army (163-61-ll)with.7277.
The Sooners may attribute
a large degree of their supremacy to their winning streaks
of 47 and 31 games. The first
of these eye-popping streaks
ran from the third game of
1953 untillate 1957 when they
were defeated by Notre Dame
in a 7-0 upset.
After losing their 1948 opener, Oklahoma then won 31 in
a row before they were stopped
short by Kentucky in the 1951
Sugar Bowl.
Geographically, the South
had eight representatives in
the select group. The Easthad
a total of five teams while the
Midwest had four.
Other Southern teams to
make the top twenty-five include Mississippi, Texas, Alabama, Georgia Tech, Tennessee, LSU and Georgia.
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First Negro Athlete, Two Cage Giants
Give Roberts Hope For Better Future
Clemson's first Negro athlete, two seven-foot high school
Ail-Americans, and a couple
of 6-4 swingmen have been
signed by head basketball
coach Bobby Roberts in the
recruiting campaign just completed.
Roberts says of the group,
"with the boys we have recruited this year, they could
really make our basketball
program in the next few
years."
Craig Mobley, who was an
outstanding student-athlete at
Chester High School, is the
first Negro athlete in Clemson's long sports history. The
6-foot guard led the Cyclones
in scoring for the past two
years, averaging over 20
points a contest in both seasons. During his four years at
Chester High he had an academic average of 94.21 and
was ranked 12th in his graduating class. He received, but
rejected, an appointment to
the United States Military Academy. In addition to lettering
in basketball for three years,
Mobley lettered in baseball
twice and played two years
of junior varsity football. He
will participate in the NorthSouth All Star game at Columbia in August.
Perhaps the key to this
group of rookies is the appearance of two big men, sevenfooters David Angel of Rock
Hill and Larry Williams of
Dover, Delaware.
Angel received over 400 offers from junior colleges and
universities. His achievements

Dave Angel

We serve good food at prices that won't
break you up.

Holly Hill Inn
The Green Restaurant on the Cloverleaf
Open Sundays

There is a good possibility
that Coach Bobby Roberts and
his Clemson basketball team
will experience some more
rocky roads during the 196970 season, but look for the
Tigers' cage stock to soar some
the following year.
Two of the last three years
have seen thin recruiting years.
Next year's squad will have
three seniors, five juniors and
two sophomores.
All that remains of the '66'67 freshman team is Butch
Zatezalo, who has led the Atlantic Conference in scoring the
past two seasons, and reserve

family centers

guard Mike Faer. The' frosh
of a year later are still together
intact—all five of them. Last
year, five players came into the
Tiger fold, one of them a junior
college transfer eligible for varsity action immediately.
Of the four freshmen signed,
two of them left school at Christmas. So that will give Roberts
two new faces to work with in
Greg Latin and Jerry Black.
The Tigers had three seniors
on the 6-19 club this past season
in Richie Mahaffey, Curt Eckard and Trip Jones. Mahaffey
played in the first 10 games,

123 BY-PASS
Town & Country Plaza
EASLEY, S.C.

WELCOME ALL CLEMSON STUDENTS

game and finished third runner-up in the state tourney.
Joe Cooley, who measures
6-6, was an all-state performer in the basketball hotlandof
Kentucky. A native of Prestonburg, Cooley tallied 18points
a game and hauled down 12
rebounds every time out.
Roberts comments, "Joe can
shoot and rebound well and I
think he should help our program greatly."

then missed the last 15 because
of a shoulder infection. There
has been a hardship appeal
made to the conference office in
behalf of Mahaffey, but it is a
remote possibility that additional playing time will be
granted the 6-7 LaGrange, Ga.,
native.
If Mahaffey is not given a
reprieve, then Roberts will have
one 6-7 player (freshman
Latin), two at 6-6 (juniors
Dickie Foster and Pete Weddell)
and one at 6-5 (Paul Holzshu).
The Tigers will again be the
shortest team in the toughest
basketball conference in the nation.
The scoring load will again
be given to Zatezalo, who
upped a 23.0 sophomore average to 25.8 this past season.
But Zatezalo will have two
double - figured scorers returning with him next fall,
whereas he only had Mahaffey
in the most recent campaign.
JC transfer Ronnie Yates
started 20 of the 25 games
and averaged 12.4 while southpaw Dave Thomas had 20
starts playing in 24 games
which added up to a 10.3 mark.
Zatezalo, Thomas and Yates
appear to be three definite starters. John Coakley (4.9) and
Dickie Foster (4.2) had 11 and
10 starts respectively and Pete
Weddell (2.5) got in 17 games
after recovering from an injury.
Latin and Jerry Black (6-4)
are definitely in contention for
a starting berth. Latin averaged 23.0 with a 5-11 freshman team and pulled down
12.7 rebounds. Black was a
16.1 scorer and a 9.9rebounder.
Roberts will begin his eighth
year with a 75-97 varsity record and will utilize the spacious
Littlejohn Coliseum for home
court appearances for the second season. And the new edifice apparently is paying off
already in recruiting taller and
better players.
Already signed for next year
are six players, one a sevenfooter and another 6-10, in addition to a 6-6, 6-4, 6-3 and
6-0.

Mobley
Craig Mobley, Clemson's first black athlete, is shown here with his family as he
signs a contract to play basketball. The big, six footer is from Chester.

CU Athletes Grades Reach
High In Second Semester
Senior David Cooper of
Winter Park, Fla., and freshman Robert Hawthorne of
Greenwood posted identical
3.91 grades for the 1968-69
school year to lead all Clemson athletes in classroom work,
according to records at the
registrar's office.
Based on a perfect4.00, there
were 34 athletes who posted a
3.00 or better for the entire
school year.
During the past school year
48 athletes received their undergraduate degree from Clemson
and three * former athletes
earned their master's degree.
For the ninth straight year the
grades of all Clemson athletes
who participated in one of the
recognized intercollegiate
sports were studied. There were
337 athletes involved the first
semester and 307 the second
The varsity and freshmen
athletes had a combined grade
point average of 2.166 for the
entire school year, just a shade
off the all-time high of 2.195
set two years ago. Freshmen
athletes alone posted the best
combined GPR since the study
was started with a 1.982 while
the freshmen and varsity together had a 2.260 for the second semester, which was another new high.
There were 87 "B" (3.00 or
better) semesters by athletes,
with the varsity owning 67 of
these.
Charlie Hook of Manning,
who graduated in December in
pre-medicine, hadaperfect4.00
for the first semester and was
one of six who had one perfect
semester. Others in this top category were Cooper, Hawthorne,

Nikkormat
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Allison Graham of Barnet, Vt.,
Cliff Bristol of Tallahassee,
Fla., and Mike Faer of West
Mifflin, Pa.
There were 68 athletes who
had GPR's between 2.70 and
4.00, and for the fifth time in
the past six years, pre-medicine was the most popular
major among the top athletes
with 13 selecting this major.
Eleven are majoring in recreation and park administration
and seven in arts and sciences.
Altogether, there are 24 majors represented among the 68
athletes.
South Carolina claimed 31 of
the athletes, four coming from
Greenville and two each from
North Augusta, Clemson and
Great Falls. North Carolina (2
from Charlotte) is home for 10
of the athletes and New Jersey
five. There were 13 states and

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP

two foreign countries represented.
Twenty-seven of the players
participated in football, nine
in outdoor track, eight in indoor track and seven each in
baseball and basketball.
Cooper graduated with a ,
3.86 four-year GPR in chemical engineering and was selected to receive the Norris
Medal signifying the best allround student at Clemson. He
won the No. 1 singles title in the
Atlantic Coast Conference over
Bobby Reald of South Carolina, then came back to join
with teammate Jim Poling to
take the doubles title.
Hawthorne, who posted his
3.91 in electrical engineering,
was a member of the Tiger golf
team this past spring. He is receiving a R. F. Poole Alumni
Scholarship.

Wake Golfers
Are Runners-up
Wake Forest's second place
finish in the NCAA Golf
Championships at Colorado
Springs, Colo., last week
brought to a close another outstanding spring sports season
in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Five different schools figured
in the five spring sports championships. Wake Forest copped
the golf title for the third successive year, North Carolina
won in baseball, Maryland
took its 15th track crown, Clemson captured tennis honors for
the first time, and Virginia won
in lacrosse.

ACC team, and marked the
third straight year the Deacons
placed among the top five teams
in the nation.
North Carolina finished second in the District III NCAA
baseball playoffs at Gastonia.
The Tar Heels beat Furman
and Virginia Tech, but dropped
two decisions to Mississippi.,
Third baseman Chris Cammack of N. C. State captured
the league batting championship with a final .429 figure.
Outfielder Jim Norris of Maryland finished second at .379
and first baseman-pitcher
Eddie Hill of North Carolina
was third at .377. Cammack
was voted player-of-the-year by
the ACC baseball coaches.

For the 1968-69 school year,
Maryland captured five of the
12
championships.
North
Carolina and N. C. State each
won two while Wake Forest,
In the final pitching averages,
Clemson and Virginia added
Joe Anarino of Maryland
one championship each.
closed out with a perfect 5-0
The Wake Forest golfers record. Tom Buskey of the
made a strong bid for national champion Tar Heels had the
honors. Coach Jesse Had- most wins, 11. Jay Bevis of
dock's crew was out front at the Clemson posted a 1.58 earned
average,
and Rusty
end of three rounds of play, but run
faltered on the final day. It Gerhardt, also of Clemson, was
was the best finish ever for an tops in strikeouts with 99.

Classified Ads

Rtet axe $.15/line (25 letters/line), minimum of 3 Unas.
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phoao TWER of Oca, ExL 274, \ 111 Una.
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coholic bereVagre* or zobacOo.
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ROTC Shoes
Converse
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from
McKeesport.
That
should ring a bell for Tiger
fans because that is the home
of Jim Brennan, one of the
greatest Tigers of all time and
now an assistant to Bobby
Roberts. Roberts describes
Petro as "great" on defense
and a good scraper.
These six freshmen should
soon erase the nightmares that
students, fans, and Roberts
have experienced the last two
years.

Johnny Moon, Greenville
High School track star, was
among those signed by Clemson to a grant-in-aid scholarship.
Moon set records for his
strong prep team in the broad
jump and the hurdle events.
His most recent achievements
were accomplished this summer as he won awards in the
Furman University Invitational Track Meet and the
Most Outstanding in the AAAA
High School track meet at
Travelers Rest.
Moon should help to fill
the spot vacated by another
Greenville star, Jimmy Taylor, who set records in the
hurdle events for the Tiger
tracksters during his stay at
Clemson.

new 35mm sir by Nikon
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Another hotbed of basketball talent, Indiana, contributed 6-4 forward-guard Ronnie Fenwick. At Central High
in
Rensselaer, Fenwick
popped the nets for a total of
28.4 points a game. A good
shooter and defensive man,
Fenwick will be an ideal swing
man between frontcourt and
backcourt.
Pennsylvania is the home of
the last signee. Mike Petro, a
6-3 guard prospect, comes

Moon Signs
With Tigers

Zatezalo Returns In '69

BEER

To Go: 654-2743

include scoring 51 points and
grabbing 39 rebounds in a
single game, the Award of
Merit from Sports Illustrated
magazine, and he also received the Numero Uno
Award as the nation's top
high school basketball player.
Williams stands 6-10 and
tips the scales at 215 pounds.
He was a Delaware All-State
member and a high school AilAmerican. Last year his high
school team lost only one

U.S. Keds
Crosby Square

105 E. Whitner St.

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE

Anderson, S. C.

College Avenue
Clemson, S. C.
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Collins Holds Key
For U.S. In Meet
Roger Collins, Clemson's
All-American javelin-thrower,
placed third in the International Track and Field competition held in Los Angeles
last week.
Athletes from the United
States, England and the Soviet
Union were entered in the
meet
Collins tossed the javelin
269'-9" to finish behind Janis
Lusis of the Soviet Union,
who won the meet with a
throw of 277'-3".
Collins and Mark Murro of
Arizona State threw the
avelin for America. And even
hough they attend schools over
wo thousand miles apart, they
ive within 40 miles of each
>ther in New Jersey.

Collins tossed the javelin269
feet, 1 inch in the recent AAU
Meet in Miami to set the new
distance records for Clemson
and the Atlantic Coast Conference. Although the AAU
mark is listed as an all competition ACC record, his official
conference mark is 253-9 set
at the annual meet in May.
While Collins was getting his
own personal high in Miami,
Murro picked this time for a
heave of 284-3, which set a new
AAU record.
Collins' 269-1 throw rates as
the third best in the nation
this year, and possibly could
land the Clemson junior on
the All-America track team
again, an honor he earned last
year as a sophomore.

David Cooper Claims Scholarship,
Charles Courtney Awarded Fourth
large winners. There were also
seven alternates listed and
Clemson swimmer Charles
Courtney of Albermarle, N. C,
is the fourth alternate.
Clemson is the only university in the nation to have two
athletes named in the 27 released by the NCAA.
Quarterback Jimmy Bell,
basketball ace Jim Sutherland and quarterback Jimmy
Addison were recipients of the
post-graduate award in the past
half decade.
Cooper, who plans to do
graduate study at Rice University in Houston, Texas, this
fall, posted a four-year grade
point ratio of 3.86 (out of a
possible 4.00) in chemical engineering. In three of his eight
semesters he had a perfect 4.00
classroom mark and did not

fall below 3.73 during any the recipient of the Norris
grading period. He graduated Medal, giving annually to best
this past May.
all-round student at Clemson.
For the past three years he
Cooper's extracurricular accomplishments were many has been on the ace scholarwhile at Clemson. After serv- athlete honor roll and he was
ing as freshman class presi- also the recipient of the Senior
dent, he was chosen to receive Merit Award, giving to one
the S. B. Earle Award for hav- athlete at each of the eight coning the highest scholastic av- ference schools by the ACC
erage of any senior in any field for "excellent in scholarship
of engineering and he was also and athletics."

Clemson's booters, after
having posted a commendable 9-3-1 record last year, were
dismally placed at the bottom
of the conference with Virginia.
They lost all three games by a
total of four goals, but are now
getting ready for the beginning of the third year as a varsity team in the ACC.
The booters, who are not
supported as yet by athletic
scholarships and therefore are
recruited from the student
body acquited a few honors
last year.
They placed Mark Rubich
on the honorable mention AllAmerica list, the All-South list,
as well as the All-ACC team,
and in addition, placed mostvaluable player
Frank
Schmidt on the All-South team,
as well as second team AllACC.
Andy Demori, Bruce Pinto,
Bill Collins and Alan Griffin
also made the second team
AU-ACC.
The Tigers have been hit
hard by graduation, but the
loss of five starters is not regarded as unsurmountable.
There are quite a few strong
freshmen from last year, as
well as upper classmen, and
there is hope that this year's
freshman class will provide
the needed depth for a good
performance.
Rubich will be returning this
year at forward, and so will
Demori, also at forward, and
Griffin, at fullback. Gary Pace
in the goal will be competing
with John Burroughs for starting honors. Stan Lewis, a
sophomore from Aiken, S.C.
will most probably gain the

right fullback spot, and Griffin will be the center fullback
for the team. At left fullback,
there will be Keith Lalor and
EdWenz.
The right halfback position
will belong to Kenny Butler,
the centerhalf will be Pete Verdee, while as left half, Don
McCombs and Rick Wincott
will share the burden. Right
wing will be a tossup between
Jack Mansmann and David
Mullis, while at centerforward,
Andy Demori, who scored 19
goals last season and should
be better this year, will be aided by Malcolm Carsten and
Leo Serrano. Left wing will
belong solely to Rubich.
This year's competition
threatens to be as hard as
last year's. Clemson opens
away at Maryland Oct. 3 (the
National NCAA co-champions last year) and Va.,
(Oct. 5) then travels to Atlanta to participate in the Emory Invitational, Oct. 10, 11.
Clemson then goes to UNC
Oct. 15 to meet the Tar Heels,
runners-up in the conference
for 1968, then meets The Citadel at home (Oct. 18), Duke
(Home, Oct. 24) Furman
(Home, Oct. 29), Ga. State
(Home, Oct. 31), Erskine
(Home, Nov. 4), then travel
to N.C. State (Nov. 8) to meet
the Wolfpack and wind up the
season at home against Western Carolina (Nov. 13).
Coach Ibrahim, in his third
year as head coach of the Tigers is optimistic. "They will do
anything to help each other on
the field, and this type of team
work is what brings us victories."

Coach Ibrahim believes that
Maryland again will be the
team to beatfor the tide. "They
have won the conference for 13
or 14 straight years now, but
each year, the other teams in
the conference get stronger
and stronger. Virginia should
be quite an improved team
this year, and actually there

will be no weak teams in the
conference."
Coach Ibrahim will meet
with all interested newcomers
and returning athletes in the
Chemistry Building (Bracket
Hall), Room 131 August 19
at 7:30 p.m. Practice will begin on August20, at4:00p.m.

Clemson Blazers
Order
Yours Now
Tues. Aug. 26
Fittings in the
• Student Lounge

Hart Leads Duke Attack
The Duke University Blue
Devils had an unimpressive
4-6 record overall in 1968
and a meager 3-4 mark in the
Atlantic Coast Conference, but
these figures are quite deceiving when examined more
closely.
Duke could very well be one
of the greatest contenders for
the ACC football title in 1969.
Duke's sophomore quarterback Leo Hart broke all ACC
passing records in '68 as he
threw 301 passes, completing
162 for 2,238 yards and 11
touchdowns, and the only
question that remains is can he
repeat in '69.
The Blue Devils, led by
Hart, broke 34 school and
conference records as they tabulated 4,233 yards of total offense, second only to Virginia's 4,394.
While Hart was busy setting
records, his three leading receivers wing end Henley Carter, flanker Wes Chesson and
tight end Jim Dearth combined
for 2,123 yards.
Carter, who became the first

9

received in ACC history to
catch 60 passes with a total of
65, will not be back, but Chesson who had 47 receptions
for 794 yards and Dearth who
nabbed 29 for 437 yards will
both be back. Marcel Courtillet, whom Chesson replaced
after an injury, will also return.
In the backfield, sophomore
tailback Phil Asack added690
yards in 168carries. The total
was two yards better than
Duke's all-time rushing star
Jay Calabrese could manage
in his rookie varsity campaign.
Asack finished the season
as the seventh-ranked rusher
in the ACC while Don Baglien
finished 19th as he picked up
317 yards in 55 plays from
the fullback position. Both
players will be back for this
season.
Moving up from the freshman ranks will be quarterback
Dennis Satyshur who was cited as the best high school
prospect in the Southeast Satyshur completed better than 50

per cent of his passes in leading the Imps to their 5-1 record, their only loss being to
North Carolina, 7-0.
Duke's main weakness will
be defense but linebacker Dick
Biddle will be back, and that
is an asset to any team. Biddie was credited with participations in 221 tackles for the
'68 season, making 118 solo
tackles and assisting on 103
others.

SHIRTS ON
HANGERS
AT NO
EXTRA COST

SHiRT LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING
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CLEMSON
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U.S. 76 BY-PASS
Phone 654-3616
CLEMSON, S. C.

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
Your Walgreen Agency
Downtown

Cooper

49 Gator Bowl
Picked Favorite
Many call the '49 Gator Bowl
The Gator Bowl Football
Classic in Jacksonville, Fla., classic between the two dens of
is in its 25th—the Silver An- Tigers as "the game that made
niversary year—in 1969.
the Gator Bowl." Three preRecendy sports fans in the vious games had drawn a total
Jacksonville area were asked of 34,162 fans combined. But a
to pick their top Gator Bowl paid crowd of 32,939, and a
game of the 24 played thus total audience of 35,359—
far. The 1949contest, thefourth including over 13,000 Clemson
one played, between Clemson followers from the State of
and Missouri was chosen as
the No. 1 game.
In this particular cliffhanger, South Carolina—put the Gator
Clemson edged
past Ole Bowl "in the black" and its
Mizzou, 24-23, when the likes success is now history. Several
of Bobby Gage, John Poulos, enlargements have now
Bob Martin, Fred Cone, Oscar brought the Gator Bowl
Thompson and the place kick- capacity to nearly 70,000, but
ing team of Jack and Jim Miller only one other audience outleft the Gator's first capacity stripped the Clemson-Missouri
crowd in the first 11 games.
crowd wrung out.

TYROL *3O0
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Men's Wear
AND

Small Hardware
AT

Reasonable Prices
Judge Keller's
College Avenue
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Soccer Gains Popularity As Sport
Enters Third Season At Clemson

Collins

David Cooper of Winter Park,
Fla., has become the fourth
Clemson athlete in five years
to be awarded a $1,000
scholarship by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
for post-graduate study, according to an announcement
by NCAA executive director
Walter Byers.
Cooper, the Tigers' No. 1
tennis player for the past two
seasons and the current Atlantic Coast Conference champion, is one of 12 outstanding
student-athletes participating in
sports other than football and
basketball to be selected from
the university division selected
from the nation's colleges.
A total of 20 scholarships
is included in the list announced
by Byers, including 12 from the
college division and eight at-
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RETURNING STARS

R
r
n
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^\h?^fdeThoS
the baseballers
begin w«kou?J^?w?li
workouts. He v 1 be the leader on
a club thai will contend for ihe ACC championship,

S»f=« star forward Andy Demori returns for his ihird year on the soccer squad. He set a Clemson record
ola for
Ior goal,
scored
vear.
9°»"
SCOr«l last year.

. Guard Butch Zaiesalo has won ihe ACC scoring championship for two years in succession. He will defend thai
crown in 1969-70.

WOULD YOU LIKE A
REFRIGERATOR
FOR YOUR ROOM?
A Full

TWO
CUBIC
FEET
Dear Parents and Students:
The Department of Services is again offering a limited number of refrigerators
for student rental. In order to insure that
one can be reserved for the fall semester,
an order blank has been provided with our
ad.
The rental charge for this unit is $18.00
per semester plus a $10.00 REFUNDABLE
Deposit. We only ask that you enclose a
check for $3.00 with your order blank,
which will be credited toward the total
rental cost. If, however, you wish to prepay the total amount, please check the appropriate box.
If the situation arises that two occupants
of the same room have ordered a refrigerator, we will be very happy to make the
necessary arrangements for any refunds.
Refrigerators can be picked-up during
the first week of classes. Dates, times, and
location will be posted in the dormitories
and announced over WSBF Radio.
Sincerely yours,
Terrence J. Clyne
Chairman, Dept. of Services

Of Cold Storage Space

CLIP OUT AND MAIL TODAY
^ilftillllllftllltllllltlllllHIilllllllllllllllltllltlltlllltlllllllltlllllllfltlllfllllllttllllltlilllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlltlllllllllllllllllllllllllfilllllimillllllllllllll ^
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Dear Sir:
Please reserve me one Student Government refrigerator for the |
1969-70 academic year.
s
Name
j
Home Address

|

City, State & Zip

]

Room No.
Class
|
Q $3.00 Deposit
□ Paid In Full
Please make all checks payable to Clemson Univ. Student Government. |
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years following graduation.
Those in the program from
12 to 24 months must serve
three years.

The Army nurse program
provides financial assistance
to students participating in the
voluntary program, and Dean
Geraldine Labecki calls the
program "a great asset to the
Clemson School of Nursing."

Students in Clemson's fouryear nursing program who
participate in the Army nurse
program will receive tuition
costs and a monthly stipend
of about $270 during thenjunior and senior years.

Dean Labecki explains that
students receiving assistance
for one year must serve in the
Army Nurse Corps for two

Six months prior to graduation, students receive second
lieutenant commissions and
an increase in their stipend to

about $475 per month.
The Clemson dean points
out there are no requirements
for students to attend military
meetings or to wear military
uniforms while attending
Clemson.
Established in i968, the
Clemson School of Nursing
offers a two-year associate in
arts program in addition to
the baccalaureate program.
Its curricula is accredited by
the South Carolina Board of
Nursing.

New Engineering Curriculu m
The College of Engineering
will initiate in August a" new
student-interest oriented curriculum leading to the bachelor
of science degree in technical
operations.
The new program will prepare technical specialists for
employment in such activities
as industrial operations, technical sales and management,
environmental control, municipal operations and construction operations.
The technical operations
curriculum will consist of 138
semester hours of study distributed over the four broad categories of mathematics, basic
sciences, humanistic-social
studies and technical operations.
The latter is the primary

area of concentration and provides the elements of direction
and career orientation to the
entire program.
Dean of the College of Engineering Linvil G. Rich says
the technical operations program offers the student a
broad educational experience
highly relevant to the needs
of today's technological society.
"The technical operations
program is the result of two
years of careful planning and
study," Dean Rich remarks.
"It provides a unique educational opportunity at Clemson in accordance with a critical need in industry and also
affords the student an excellent
background for pursuing
graduate study in industrial

management," he added.
The new curriculum will be
administered by the department of engineering services.

Clemson Gets
Gas Turbine
A gas turbine engine of the
type used in aircraft propulsion systems has been given
to Clemson University's mechanical engineering department by the Garrett Corp. of
Los Angeles, Calif.
Dr. T. C. Hardin, professor
and head of Clemson's mechanical engineering department, says the 550 horsepower engine will be used primarily as an instructional tool in
undergraduate and graduate
studies on jet aircraft propulsion systems.

Guthrie

dean of the university's College of Arts and Sciences since
1955.
He came to Clemson in 192 8
as an assistant professor of
chemistry and later served as
acting department head and
professor of textile chemistry,
associate professor of chemistry, professor of chemistry,
and dean of Clemson's former
School of Chemistry and Geology.
Dr. Hunter received the
bachelor of chemistry and
Ph.D. degrees from Cornell
University, and has done postdoctoral study at the Massachusetts Institute of Techno-

Butler

Dr. Guthrie Heads
CU Biology Division
Dr. Rufus K. Guthrie has
been named director of a newly-established division of biology in the College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences.
Dr. Guthrie, a native of Mullin, Tex., is currently a professor of biology at North
Texas State University. He
will assume his Clemson

Emeritus Titles Conferred
On Two Clemson Professors
Two Clemson University faculty members were conferred
emeritus titles at 73rd Commencement exercises May 9,
1969.
Dr. Howard L. Hunter, retiring July 1 after 41 years of
service, will receive the title of
dean emeritus of the College of
Arts and Sciences and professor emeritus of chemistry.
The tide of professor emeritus of music will be granted to
Dr. Hugh H. McGarity who
retired last December as professor of music education. The
music for the Clemson Alma
Mater is among his bestknown compositions.
Dr. Howard Hunter, a Fulton, N.Y. native, served as

logy. He served in the Army
during World War II and attained the rank of lieutenant
colonel.
Dr. McGarity, now a pianist
with a Meyer Davis orchestra
in Virginia, was born at
Athens, Ga., where he attended the public schools. He holds
bachelor of fine arts and master of fine arts degrees from
the University of Georgia and
a Ph.D. degree from The Florida State University.

duties on Sept 1.
Basically, the new unit includes sections in botany,
zoology and microbiology,
with future plans providing
for a concentration of biochemistry. It also provides
special teaching and research
services for other academic
areas of the university, closely related to the biological
sciences.

Welcome Back Boys
We hope that you have had an enjoyable summer

Hello Freshmen
Complete line of Service including Hair Styling
and Razor Sculptor

SEARS in
Anderson, S. C.

Your Friendly Downtown Barber Shops

The Barber House
University Barber Shop
James' Barber Shop
Ms' Barber Shop

EXTENDS A HEARTY
WELCOME TO ALL
CLEMSON STUDENTS
MAKE SEARS IN ANDERSON
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPING CENTER
ONLY 17 MILES

the
Honeywell Pentax
Spotmatic!
A milestone In 35mm singlelens reflex photography-that's
the trim new Honeywell Pentax
Spotmatic camera with throughthe-fens CdS exposure system.
The new Spotmatic's exposure system Is uncannily accurate. It sees exactly what the
lens sees, regardless of lens focal length or the use of filters,
extension tubes, or a bellows unit. Even under the trickiest lighting
conditions, your Spotmatic will assure you of perfect exposures,
picture after picture.
It's easy to use, too. Settings can be changed without removing
the Spotmatic from your eye. You'll capture the fastest action...
the most fleeting expressions. yb</7/getthe pictures others miss!
Lightweight and compact, the new Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic
has em amazingly sharp Super-Takumar 50mm f/1.4 lens with fully
automatic diaphragm; shutter speeds to 1/1000 sec; built-in selftimer, and many more quality features. Priced at just $289.50,
($249.50withthef/1.8Super-Takumarlens)thenewSpotmaticlsthe

best camera value In the world* Come in for a demonstration soonl

ANDERSON, S. C.

Dr. Butler's appointment, effective immediately, is announced by Dean H. Morris
Cox of the College of Liberal
Arts who notes that creation of
the new department is in line

Dr. Butler, who will continue
as director of bands, joined
the Clemson faculty in 1960
as acting director of bands.
He returned to Clemson last
year as director of bands and
Music curriculum, formerly associate professor of music
offered in the School of Educa- education after completing a
tion, initially consists of cours- two-year leave of absence
es in music appreciation, his- while studying for a doctoral
i tory of music, music in the ■ , degree at the University of
elementary school, music the- Georgia. He was awarded that
ory and performing organiza- Institution's first Ed. D. degree
tions.
in music.
with Clemson's continuing policy of strengthening its educational programs.

We are wanting to ntake your acquaintance, not only as customers,
but also as friends. We stand ready to serve you in all your barber
needs.

It's here

105 E. WHITNER ST.

Clemson has established a
department of music in the
College of Liberal Arts, with
Dr. John H. Butler, director
of bands and associate professor of music education, as
head of the new academic unit.

Sears Roebuck & Co.
718 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.

HOURS:

He joined the Clemson faculty in 1946 as an assistant
professor of music and served
as band and glee club director.

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP
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Dr. Butler Will Head
New Music Department

Nursing School Approved
The Clemson School of
Nursing has been approved
by the U. S. Army Nurse
Corps for participation in the
Army Student Nurse Program.

THE TIGER

WEEK DAYS 8 a.m.-6 p.m. - SATURDAY 8 a.m.-l p.m.

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO
YOUR

exall
STORE

HALLMARK CARDS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

COMPLETE PHOTO DEPARTMENT
PIPES

TOBACCO

MAGAZINES

BUXTON WALLETS

MONEY ORDERS

CLOCKS

STATIONERY

Come In For A Free Appointment Calendar

Serving Clemson And Clemson
Students Since 1908
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Dean McClure Elected
To National Presidency
7dr
df = r. ::' d'.;—.«:r.
School of Archittcture hi
been elected president of d
national board which a
;Tr;::> c-sdd:":;: -.
:;::r;r_:e =: d-.s -=::;r. ; ::
leges and universities.

dVear.

131 Graduates
Are Honored
Clemson students, or 22 per
nrn: of tie srid-ir-* ;;^c _-:"
601, were cited for outstanding scholastic achievement at
ir:e ^r_vers:r/ 5 ~3rz ;: — mencement May 9.
Twelve students graduated
with highest honor which requires a cumulative grade
point ratio of 3.80 to 4.00.
with 4.00 as a straight "A"
z~ r:;;;
leader of (he sekd gr:-r
was Shirley A Conch of Wffliamstnn with a cumulative
grade-point ratio of 3.9076.
-.-..:.-

-...---:

-.;:

;.; — ?:-•

highest purely academic
award, the Faculty Scholarship award. Runnerup was
Keith R. Partis of Spartan: -:; wirh = ;r = ce-r::r.::ir:
of 3.9066.
Clemson President Robert
C. Edwards conferred die degree;
- .
and ids: ;■* irde-d f.ve '- :-::■
ary degrees.
Jenkin Lloyd Jones, noted
r-i::::--_'rl-ir.i: ::'_-.; T-lii
(Gkla.) Tribune and syndicate-d ;;lu— r_it
delivered si
^ :~~i~:-i~ir- idnre;; zr.z
:-.-:-. -:: - :.-..- Z :>::::
::' Zi^i necre-e r.-s
:.: ^i
"The Art of Thinking.''
Also receiving honorary
!:■:::: ::' l;-: ;e*:e-e5-ere
Gen. Hugh P. Harris, president of The Citadel, and Hubert B. Owens, dean-designate
of the School of Environmental Design at the University of
Sea :?.i
Z - Z r. -Z~. r.:. — z r. > 1 - - =.- Profess;.- ::' ZT.ZZZE'Z. i: ±e
University of North Carolina,
---;

iz

-~

-

Dr. Howard L. Hunter, who
retired Jury 1 after 41 years
service, received die title of
dean emeritus of the College
of Arts and Sciences and pro:'ess;r -. - -;: --« f ;-e:r_ isiry
The tine of professor emer- as ;rrir.ie-d ::
Dr. Hugh H McGarity who retired last December as professor of music education. Dr.
McGarity wrote the music for
die d.e—son Alrr.i. M = s;
. : rr.— _?;:: r_ni "r mm mil m
for Clemson Army and Ah
Force R0TC cadets was held
in THhnan Hall auditorium
the morning of May 9.

r.:: z:

Z :•:::

of Letters degree, and Wilson
A Reeves, chief of Cotton FinMbes Led: rrai: r :: ir.e >: --_-.;:r. r.e*::r.il 'Jtl^t~z- ?Jr
mrzsz a.-d DevelopnientDivis.:r. V 5 Department of Agriculture in New Orleans, La.,
received an honorary Doctor
::' S.::e-;t irirre;

Schwartz
Is Named

CU Dean
Dr. Arnold E. Schwartz,
-r = d ::' dre deza.rtrr.er:: cfcrvd
-- jdnee—f hat re-er. a;:: r-ir.:ed dean of the Graduate
School and director of university research.
Eh-. Schwartz succeeds Dr.
Floyd L Brownley. Jr„ who
wiD become vice chancellor
for academic affairs at the
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga. Both changes
are effective July 1.
As :;;:. ::' dA— s:r. s d-nduate School, Dr. Schwartrwill
;:-.^>:;: die d 5 rraa.a:;
courses in the university's
•■■a.-.: _5 ::deges and s;d: :1s
One of his duties in the office of research is to keep
abreast of the latest developments and opportunities
made available to Clemson researchers by prmlir and :::■
vale |ra-::r a;en::;-

Calhoun Is Awarded
Fulbright Lectureship
By MIKE SLOAN
Staff Writer

The eight-member board
rvaduates die s:ind=.rds of ad
rrri'ess.rr.il ;odegfa:e a::d>
tectural curricula, extending
a;-;:e-d::adc- ordy ■ e~ - ; :
s:a.-de.rds are — e:

Dr. Richard C. Calhoun.
Alumni Professor of English,
has received one of 27 Fulbright lectureships in the field
of literafure.
CaDioun wiD lecture in
Yugoslavia at the University
of Ljubljana and the University of Sarajevo on American
literature. Both cities have a
population of over 200,000.
and both schools have an enroDment exceeding 10,000
students. .At the University of
Ljubljana, founded in 1595.
Calhoun wiD be the fourth
lecturer in American literature,
while he WTD be the first at
Sarajevo. AD lectures wUl be
in English and four hours of
lecture wiD be given each week.
Calhoun shows great interest in learning the customs
and language of his hosts,

"The accrediting board directs %-isitanoiis to accredited
schools of architecture on a
periodic basis, "says Dean McClure. "The group also cons -. zi with university presidents
a.-.d professional groups on
establishment of professional
programs in architecture," he
adds, "and with various foundations concerned with environmental design education."
During his term as board
sr-;rr:a_ry. (he ^::_r :ns::r_:e;
an annual quantitative survey
of the comparative resources
of various schools of architecture. The study included regional and institutional-type
comparisons and has been
valuable to schools and in
—.a:r.:.a.rz_n* higr. rrc:ess::rial standards.
'At this point in die accrediting board's history," Dean
McClure notes, "we are witnessing a raa>:::- da professional architectural curricula from five to six years.
"There is also far greater diversity in die aims and objectives of architectural colleges
than has ever existed in die
re.s:

"Freedom"
Jshn T. Acorn, associate professor of archiiecrure, is seen at work on his most
recent work "Freedom," The 650 lb, brass and bronie sculpture is on display at the
Greenville Art Center. Acorn has been granted a Fulbrighi Scholar Fellowship to
study in Europe,

John Acorn Is Awarded
Fulbright Fellowship
By mi FORTH
Staff Writer

Dean McClure came to Clemson in 1955 as head of thedepartment of architecture and
three years later developed an
independent accredited school
of instruction. He has been the
leading force in bringing the
Clemson School of Architecture to the level of excellence
that it enjoys today.

John T. Acorn, associate
professor of architecture, has
been awarded a Fulbright fellowship for the 1969-70 academic year and wiD attend the
Academy of Fine Arts in Berlin, Germany.
In a recent issue of Sand.apper magazine, Acorn described his chief interest as the
development of "an art form
His d:5a\r_g~_;idr-d : arrrr dai
of the 20th century."By repreo-f-r- aifchd^d.Tr-d d>- r.arr.trc-as
5-rna-jiz ordy comoon-erjis hi
honors and achievements. He
is a past national president his work, Acorn demands that
and secretary of die Associa- the viewer use his imagination
tion of Collegiate Schools of to grasp the entire thought,
Architecture and was a Visit- he said. The viewer then beco~rS a oardcipant. axrlad-s
ing Fulbright Professor at the
Architectural Association in Acorn.
London.
"In ibis, the latter part of
The Clemson dean was ele- the twentieth century, there is
vated to fellowship in the ' a ::~-.;:r.y aLrarea: :_-_::i
A-.;:..
lnidn::r of Archi- on man. Naturally artists retects in 1962 for distinction act to this,* said Acorn. His
approach has been labeled
aa desifr. izzi r-duca.tian.Dean
McClure is currently the na- "organic* by many people.
Acorn believes this is true
tional A.L A. representative on
the Inter-Professional Council because of his interest in orion Environmental Design Ed- gins of things. Many of his
a:aaar_
works reflect the feeling or

and he expects no problems
in communicating since manyYugoslav students know EngUsh. Dr. CaDioun has been
told his students wDl be fiercely independent, very hip. and
fascinated by a U. S. West ■
coast atmosphere. In fact. Calhoun said, Yugoslavia is the
most closely attuned nation
in Eastern Europe to Western
thought The Slavs do not
consider themselves as part
of the Communist Bloc and
sustain many small businesses. The Slavs also feel they are
getting the best part of both
systems.
Calhoun, whDe on sabbatical from Clemson, wDl be completing a book of literary-criticism on modern Southern
literature, and editing a volume of critical essays on poet
James Dickey, a former Clemson student.

spirit that is involved with
development and change in
the contemporary world.
During his 12 years as a
sculptor. Acorn feels he has
gained much of value from his
work both for hjmsptf and the
southeast South Carolina's
ETV network will devote a
special program of his sculpture on July 27 at 10 pjn.
"Freedom,* a 650-Jb. structure of brass and-bronxe, wiD
be the featured work. The
growth of the various stages
in the construction of the 12-

foot form wiD be shown in
detail.
A native of Paferson, NJ-,
Acorn's interest in art dates
back to his childhood. He began seriously developing his
talent during high school, then
went on to acquire a B.A in
art education at Montclair
State CoDege in Upper Montclair. NJ. He attended Cranbrook Academy of Art in
Bloomfield HDls. Mich., for
r:;:gradaa:r work leading :•:
a Masters of Fine Arts, with a
major in sculpture.
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Their Full-Length Movie!
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He is a member of tbe American Society for Engineering
Education and the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and has served as vice
chairman and chairman of
file GreenvDle Section of
ASME
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Clemson Theatre

HOWARD JOHNSONS RESTAURANT (Next Door)
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THE RED CARPET RESTAURANT

WELCOME TO CLEMSON

10 a.m. -11 p.m.
654-3420
Wed. Special - Fried Chicken Plate
Hot Lunch Daily
Largest Hamburgers in Clemson - Hot Dogs - - Onion Rings - - Ham,
Roast Beef and Turkey Sandwiches - Grilled Cheese - - Bar-B-Q - Bit

AND TO

HARPER'S
PIZZA

ORDERS TO GO

RECORDS & TAPES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

TOILETRIES AND
COSMETICS

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
- BIANXETS RUGS - SPREADS - COFFEE MAKERS
POTS AND PANS - BRASS AND GLASSWARE - DESKS
BOOK SHELVES

PANTY HOSE
77c

SWEAT SHIRTS
CLEMSON IMPRINTED
FOR ALL AGES

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
B*C PfNS - FLAIR PENS FAVORTTE COMPOSITION BOOKS

PAPER
- RULERS

SOUVENIRS

ICE CHESTS

TIGERS - PENNANTS
STATIONERY - CAR TAPES

30 QUART - $1.00
6 PACK - $ .77

20" PORTABLE FANS - $14.88

THE RED CARPET LOUNGE
THE COLDEST BEER

10 a.m. • 12 p.m.
654-3420

Master
Charge
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COUMB1A P1CTIRES PRESENTS

James L. Edwards, professor of mechanical engineering, has been appointed assistant to the dean of the CoDege
of Engineering.
Prof. Edwards, a member
of the Clemson faculty for 22
years, wiD assist Dean of B»gmeering T.rnvD G. Rich in
administering certain academic areas within the coDege.
He wfll be primarily responsible for registration procedures and class schedules and

"located in Clemson"
x

Aug.

A OXAMT OF A MOTE

THUNDERBIRD MOTOR INN
THUNDERBIRD

-

HARPER'S
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Bank
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